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A WORLD

In a three-year study of a baflling developmental disorder, MSU professors looked for the

first time at how autism affects families.
By Les Seago

K

athleen Wickham (M.A.
'87) recalls the day seven
years ago when she and
her husband, Pete, learned
that their eldest son was

autistic.
"It was Oct. 3," she said, "a beautiful fall day."
A fire at the Center for Child Development had forced the building's
evacuation while the Wickhams were
waiting to talk to the doctor who had
evaluated their son, Matthew, now 10.
"We talked the doctor into telling us
what they had found while we were
sitting on a park bench across the
street," she said. "And I had this feeling of being separated from the world
- I was in total shock."
The Wickhams still haven't totally
recovered from the shock of having
their fears confirmed. For months
they had known something was
wrong with Matthew's development.
But the Wickhams have adjusted to
the stress and heartbreak of autism,
and a recent Memphis State University study suggests their experience is
not unusual.
An autistic child can cause stress in
a family, but research by Drs. Sam
Morgan ('59) and James R. Rodrigue
(Ph.D. '89) indicates that autism
doesn't have to be a disaster.
"We were surprised at how well
families functioned with an autistic

child," said Dr. Morgan, a professor of
psychology at Memphis State.
"Our study shows that there are
some difficulties-mothers report less
marital satisfaction, for example but overall, the families seem to adjust about as well as any other
family," said Dr. Rodrigue, now an
assistant professor of clinical psychology at the University of Florida.
The three-year study, begun while
Dr. Rodrigue was a graduate student
at MSU, is believed to be the first indepth examination of how autism affects families. Dr. Gary Geffken, an
associate professor in the University
of Florida's Department of Psychiatry, also participated in the project.
Drs. Rodrigue and Morgan found
that autistic children disrupt family
plans, cause increased financial
pressure and are generally more demanding on their parents. But the
researchers also discovered that
mothers of autistic children report a
higher level of family cohesion than
do mothers of Down syndrome or
developmentally normal children.
Evidence does not indicate that an
autistic child contributes to more
stress among fathers than does a
child with Down syndrome. The researchers also found that the presence
of an autistic child in the family does
not necessarily affect the psychological functioning of siblings.

Autism affects a child's ability to
relate to others, explains Dr. Morgan,
who has been studying the disorder for
more than 20 years.
"It is the most serious, complicated
developmental disorder, and the most
baffiing ," he said. "We don't know why
children become autistic. For a long
time it was erroneously felt that the
parents - particularly the mother were the culprits.
"Now we feel that autism is organic,
but we don't know much more than
that."
Autistic children have problems
with communication and form no
close attachment to their siblings or
parents, Dr. Morgan said.
'<you typically get no affection from
an autistic child, and that can be disturbing to the parents," he said.
Behavior of autistic children can
cause serious problems for families .
"An autistic child will insist on doing repetitive activities, such as
opening and closing a door over and
over again," Dr. Morgan said.
Wickham, a former newspaper reporter who is now a journalism instructor at MSU, agrees with the
major conclusions of the MorganRodrigue study. Her family participated in the research.
"There is a lot of stress on mothers
Continued on page 37
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By Amy Gillentine
hey once had homes, jobs and security. Now
they wander the streets, seeking shelter in
abandoned buildings, under bridges, in alleyways.
Occasionally they eat a meal at one of the
city's many soup kitchens or find a bed in a shelter run by
one of the city's churches.
They are the homeless of Memphis.
According to one Memphis State University professor,
their numbers are growing rapidly.
"Our traditional image of the homeless is of hobos,
transients, street bums, derelicts - people who dropped
out of society," said Dr. Charles Williams, associate professor of anthropology. "While that is a category of the
homeless, it is not the majority of the homeless of the
'70s, '80s and '90s. We're now dealing with homelessness
due to a lack of employment, mental illness, evictions and
other economic problems. If the recession was a storm
for those who were doing well, it was a tidal wave for
those who were just barely hanging on."
Rod Thompson, counselor at the Calvary Episcopal
Church's Street Mission, says the center serves a growing
number of displaced middle-class people.
"We've definitely seen a rise in homeless middle-class
people," said Thompson, "people who 10 years ago owned
nice homes and had stable jobs. Now it's all gone."
Dr. Williams and Dr. Kate Mullins of the University of
Tennessee researched Memphis' homeless population to

T
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AMERICANS

discover the magnitude of the problem. Their study was the
first of its kind in the region.
"When I joined the staff of the Memphis Coalition for the
Homeless, we discussed how to alleviate the problem," Dr.
Williams said. "As an anthropologist, I asked how severe
the problem was here. No one could tell me in actual
numbers. Is it a serious problem? Do we have a lot of
homeless? A few? No one knew."
The Shelby County Community Services Agency and
The Street Mission provided research funding. During
their investigation, the professors discovered exactly how
hard it is to count the homeless.
"I really can't give an exact number," Dr. Williams said.
"There are so many different categories ofhomeless people.
This population is very fluid and changes often. They're not
just people who live without shelter for a long time. There
is the family who has just been evicted from an apartment
and after a few days has to find another place to live. A man
who has been unemployed and homeless for six months
may find a job and a place to live, and within a few months
is back on the streets. This type of homelessness - the
temporarily displaced - is a growing phenomenon in
America."
Dr. Williams and a group of graduate students found
7,000 to 9,000 homeless people on the streets of Memphis
on any given day. According to U.S. government figures,
numbers may run as high as three million nationally.
Continued on page 37

No longer simply bums,
hobos or transients, the
homeless are
increasingly middleclass Americans
displaced by
unemployment and
insecurity. One MSU
professor has completed
the first comprehensive
study of the problem in
Memphis. His findings
destroy several myths
about the homeless.
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With a nod to tl1e importance of theory, students in MSU's Engineering
Technology Department are mastering practical, hands-on applications of
manufacturing, computer systems, architecture and electronics.

PRACTICAL BY

By Les Seago

hen the faculty at Memphis State's Engineering Technology Department began
planning a computer network early in 1992,
the job was turned over to their students.
"Why not?" asked Susan M. Simons ('84,
M.S. '85), an assistant professor who coordinates the computer engineering technology program. "That's what we're
training our students to
do."
Three groups of seniors in the computer
technology program assessed the department's
needs and designed a
computer network to
serve students and faculty. The proposals were
described during a form al presentation for
Herff College of Engineering faculty and officials, who chose one of
the plans for execution.
The task was similar
to the jobs students will
face when they graduate and go to work for
industry. It was typical
of practical lessons for
students enrolled in the
department's manufacturing, computer systems, architecture or
electronics programs.
"We don't claim to
teach people to design
complex computers,"
said Dr. Terry Brooks,
chairman of the Engineering Technology Department. "Some of our
graduates do just that,

but that's not our purpose.
"Our people are more application-oriented. We take the
design concepts and figure out how to produce the product
or put the computers to work or manage a construction
project."
Memphis State's engineering technology program was
born 80 years ago as an education curriculum for preparation of high school industrial arts and vocational education
teachers. As the demand for vocational teachers declined in
the 1960s, Dr. Brooks says, industry began demanding
more skilled technical managers.
In the mid-1950s, the Soviet Union's launching of the
first manmade earth satellite, Sputnik, triggered a major
change in U.S. science and engineering education.
"Suddenly there was an emphasis on math and theory in
engineering," Dr. Brooks said. "But there was still a need
for people who were taught applied engineering. That's
what we do."
Engineering technology graduates fill the gap between
theory and design and production, Dr. Brooks says.
"We get students who are more pragmatic and downto-earth," said Ronald L. Day, an associate professor
who heads the manufacturing engineering technology
program. "They are problem solvers who can use their
hands as well as their heads."
At Memphis State, engineering technology students
begin their educations with math and science courses. But
as they progress, they deal more and more with practical
applications of knowledge. The students become expert in
the use of computers in design, operation of production
equipment and inventory control.
Almost every course in the 137-semester-hour curriculum involves some computer work or a laboratory that
gives students hands-on experience.
"It's a very dynamic field," said Dr. Robert Magowan, a
professor of engineering technology. "It's difficult to stay
current, because things change so rapidly. We teach stateof-the-art. It's not just equipment, it's teaching technology,
new ways of doing things."
The dynamic nature of technology requires almost constant changes in the curriculum.
"We probably change our curriculum more often than
Continued on page 39

Collage by Jim Cloud
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of ANGUISH,

s
of HOPE
For three-and-a-half years, this Memphis State alumnus suffered the horrors of Japanese prison
camps. What his captors did not know was that the American prisoner was keeping a secret diary.
Scrawled in pencil, the journal is a testament to courage and the will to survive.
By Virginia M. Davis
orregidor lay in sight just
two miles across the water,
but it could have been on the
other side of the world.
Lt. Jack Gates ('37) and
his fellow officers had traveled in the
truck all night, through an exploding
ammunition dump and down a road
clogged with refugees, soldiers and
personnel carriers. At dawn on April 9,
1942, the group of Air Force pilots had
reached the town of Mariveles on
Luzon, Philippine Islands, and had
sent a message for the ship to wait. It
couldn't. Daylight brought the threat
of enemy airplanes.
The men grimly watched from a
hilltop as the last ship sailed for
Corregidor, the final retreat for
American forces squeezed onto the
lower Bataan Peninsula by the attacking Japanese 14th Army.
Word came: American forces on

C

Photo by Gil Michael

Bataan had surrendered. The men at
Mariveles were told to turn in their
sidearms when the Japanese arrived.
"I took my .45 automatic pistol apart,
slid the barrel loose from the stock and
threw the stock as far as I could one
way and the barrel as far as I could the
other way. I wasn't going to let them
get hold of it," Gates said.
"There must have been about 500 of
us on the hillside sitting and waiting
for the Japs to come, which they did in
a little while. Then we started on the
terrible Bataan Death March.
"That night I was just played out. I
was sleeping with my head on a rock
on the side of the road. A J ap soldier
came up, put his bayonet to my throat
and went through my personal belongings. I had six cans of what we
called wet rations. He took this very
precious food from me."
The next day, Gates was marching
up the eastern side of the peninsula
toward Camp O'Donnell, the first of

five prison camps in which he would
live for three-and-a-half years.
During his journey back to freedom,
the young flier endured deprivation,
illness, cruelty and overwhelming
loneliness. Without sufficient food,
water, medicine, decent clothing or
shelter, Gates subsisted on hope and
determination.
That spirit gleams throughout the
passages of a secret diary Gates kept
during his imprisonment. Most of the
time, the diary was hidden, tucked
under a chicken nest or sewn into the
covering of a straw pallet. Gates once
concealed the precious volume under
a barracks floorboard for four months
before he dared start writing again.
Scrawled in pencil, the journal fills
the inside covers of a Bible and four
dog-eared composition books. It contains reminiscences of home and poignant letters to loved ones. The diary
is a testament to courage and the will
to survive.
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"I think the majority of prisoners
never gave up ," Gates said. "The desire
to get back home, to stay alive, is so
strong. And t he human body can take
a lot of punishment."
Gates didn't begin the diary until
his arrival at Cabanatuan, Luzon, on
June 4, 1942, but he says he'll never
forget the Bataa n Death March - a
harrowing l"O days when he stumbled
72 miles toward uncertainty.
"As far as you could see ahead and
behind, soldier s were four abreast and
trudging along this road with no water
and very little food ," he said. "At nigh t
they gave us rice - only at nigh t.
Although there were art esian wells
spewing water out of the ground on
both sides of the road, t hey wouldn't
let u s fill our ca nteens. I made a break
to get wat er, and got hit over the head
with a kind of pole; I also got hit in
the back of t he head with a rifle, but if
you wanted to survive, you had to
take some chances."
For Gates, the road to Bataan began
in Lonoke, Ark. In 1936 he left the
small town to enter West Tennessee
State Teachers College (now Memphis
State University) . At WTSTC h e
worked .a $15-a-month job th at his
football coach, Zach H. Curlin, helped
him secure.
After two years of training, Gates
left Memphis to teach in ru ral eastern
Arkansa s. In 1940, a military recruitment advertisement caught his eye.
"I volunteered, went through all my
flight training and found myself in the
Philippine Isla nds as a flyi ng officer, a
second lieuten ant," said Gates.
He arrived in Manila in June of
1941 , and was assigned to comfortable
officers' quarters near Clark Field.
A year later , Gates was a pri soner
of war at Camp O'Donnell , a former
P hilippine Army t r a i ning ba s e .
Hungry and sick with malaria, he used
precious quinine ca psules to relieve
the fever . The gnawing hunger didn't
cease until after t he war.
During the Bat aan march and aft erwards in t he camps, death lingered
at each prisoner's elbow; at O'Donnell ,
burial details took place nigh t and
day. Gates r ecorded t he daily toll
throughout his POW years.
On May 11 , 1942, he wrote in his
Bible: "The death r ate is terrific. The
average is 14 a day a nd h as run as high

12

High in the scenic mountains west of Tokyo lay R okuroshi, a grim and forbidding
camp for Allied POWs. In A ugust of 1945, Gates and his fellow prisoners were
liberated. "The war is over, the war is over, the war is over," Gates wrote. "Bars over
the windows are being jerked off, barred doors unbarred, the place is wild."

as 18 a day." One day, 52 men died.
Gates was soon transferred to a
camp near Cabanatuan, which held
about 10,000 prisoners.
Cabanatuan boast ed relative comforts and diversions: a commissary, a
baseball diamond and a limited supply
of cigarettes, a valuable standard of
exchange. Cigarettes bought food, even
if it was just a bud of garlic used to
season rice.
Rice, endlessly, was the main course
- often the only cour se.
"F ood in prison camp was mainly
what they called rice and soup ," Gates
recalled. "Bu t it wasn't soup. It was
. water, hot water with soy sauce and
maybe sweet potato tops or a little
grease or bits of car abao (water buffalo ) mixed in with the hot water."
Ma lnutrition further weakened
pris oners suffering from malaria ,
dysentery and other di seases. Lice
infestations added to their misery.
Men who could walk were assigned
to work details. At one point, Gates
had charge of a 40-man burial detail.
"We went over to pick u p 13 bodie
in the morgue," he said. "They didn't
have any clot hes on because clothes
were at a premium . They were used by
other prisoners. We put the bodies on
shutters, which h ad been u sed over
and over, and carried them about a
h alf-mile out of ca mp to a pre-dug
common grave. Ther e was no identifi-

cation, n o dog tags. As far as I knew,
there was no recor d of who these men
wer . And then we went back to camp."
In early November , Gates left
Ca banatuan and boarded a ship at
Manila for a horrific 19-day voyage to
0 a ka, J a pa n . The prisoners were
packed into a hold that h ad one hatch
as it air source. They slept, as Gates
wr ote, "with a soldier's feet up to my
waist and mine to his." Two buckets
served as a la trine.
On Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 26, a
train carried Gates across H onshu,
J a pan , to Yodoga wa prison camp,

Gates (at right) demonstrate one method
J apanese oldiers used to control their
prisoners. Captors beat their victims'
head with bamboo poles and slapped
them with the rubber soles of shoes.
Photos on this page were taken by a
j ournalist who accompanied Allied fo rces
liberating Rokuroshi.

wher e he would spend eight months
living and working in a steel mill.
During t h e freezing winter, the
prisoners wer e issued cotton Japanese
u niforms. Men suffered and died from
recur ring malaria, dysentery, beriberi
and pneumonia. Food rations and
quality were so poor that Gates wr ote,
"I don't see how they expect any of us
to live on th at ." He craved chili and
fried oysters. When Red Cr oss parcels
were issued on Dec. 27, they "were like
food from Santa Claus."
In August ofl 943 , Gates was tran sferred t o "paradise. " Zentsuji , on
Shikoku island, was an officers' camp,
"a compound with stone barracks and
beautiful flower gardens everywhere."
In compa rison to Yodogawa, the fare
was deemed excellent - at first.
Discipline was relaxed at Zentsuji,
the work was easy; Gates t ended garden s and chickens. Let t ers a nd packages from home arrived. Gates spent
leisu re time t alking with three former
Kelly Field classmates and with Ed
Anderson ('49), with whom he r eminisced about Memphis a nd WTSTC.
But prison remained just that . The
captors administered insults, beatings
a nd solitary confinement for infraction s. P risoner s wer e plagu ed by
mosquitoes, bedbugs and increasing
food shortages. In November of 1944,
Gates weighed 130 pounds, 25 pounds
below his normal weight.
During April and May of the following year, rice rations were cut
severely because rat poison had contaminated the camp supply .
June of 1945 found Gates at
Rokur oshi, high in the mountains west
of T ok yo. At 125 pounds, Gate s
worried that many of his emaciated
fellow pr isoner s would not survive
the mountain winter.
On July 18, he wrote: "About two
days ago we received a bucket full of
bones. The kitchen boiled them in our
soup (water and weeds) three times,
then each r oom drew to see who would
get them. Our group won. We had a
whole bucket of bones to gnaw on. No
dog ever got more out of a batch of
bones."
Late July and August brought air
r aids on the surrounding countryside.
"I think Chester Nimitz has arrived!" Gates wrote on Aug. 19. "Everyone is in a high stat e of ten sion,

afraid to believe it has come after so, so
long. It is the calm before the storm
here. Wearejustwaiting, forwhat, we
do not know."
Aug. 22, 1945: "The whole camp is
jubilant, slapping each other on the
back, shaking hands. The war is over,
the war is over, the war is over. Bars
over the windows are being jerked off,
barred doors unbarred, the place is
wild."
Two days later camp roofs were
painted with the letters "PW." On Sept.
2, American planes dropped food supplies and American newspapers and
magazines.
"We were turned loose on the hillside and told to go to it," Gates wrote.
"(It was) the first time I was ever
bombed with food. What a day! The
newspapers, Life and photos are wonderful. I think I am going to be sick. I
have eaten too much."
That evening, the American flag
flew over the camp.
"I have seen Old Glory raised many,
many times, but I'll never forget this
ceremony," the former POW wrote. "I

had a lump in my throat as big as a
baseball and really choked up and I'm
proud of it ....We all let out a cheer- I
threw my hat sky high."
A month later Jack Gates sailed
into Seattle. An entertainment boat
carrying "scantily clad" dancing girls
pulled up beside the ship; as all the
returning soldiers rushed to see, the
ship listed.
.
"The captain came on with, 'Now
hear this! You soldiers get back as we
arehavingdifficultysteeringthe boat,"'
Gates recalled with a chuckle. "Of
course, he might just as well have been
talking to the wall."
The whole population of Lonoke, it
seemed, turned out for Gates' homecoming . He married his former
sweetheart, Eula Mai, and went into
t he lumber business. Now retired,
Gates spends time with his grandchildren, playing golf and delivering
Meals on Wheels.
Does he ever eat rice?
"Oh yes. We have it here at the
house quite often. Rice and gravy. I
love it. " ■
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Originally songs of a people one generation removed
from slavery, blues has become the mu~ic of the
working class, farmers, people forced to live by
their wits. At MSU, High Water Records preserves
the music of these rare Southern artists.
By Amy Gillentine
"I'm the black sheep of the family. There was 13 of us and
all of them wanted to be something 'cept me. I wanted to
be a blues singer. "
Ma Rainey II

,

lues music has its roots in the sweat of workers
in cotton fields, the pain and hatred of discrimination, smoke-filled roadhouses, rowdy
backroom bars and newfound freedoms. Its
singers are poor, black. Their "done-me-wrong"
melodies about life in the South have found their way into
the hearts of people from Belgium to Japan, from Memphis to Stockholm.
"Blues music strikes a chord in the hearts of most
people, because it's about universal themes - love, hate,
loss, heartbreak, success and failure," said Dr. David
Evans, a Memphis State University music professor who
has studied the blues for more than three decades. "Blues

B

Continued on page 39
Photo of Furry Lewis courtesy of the
Mississippi Valley Collection
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PROFILE

Al Gore Jr.
Though many of Memphis State's fonner students have achieved fame and prestige, only one has the distinction
of being elected vice president of the United States: Al Gore Jr.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

If spelling is a prerequisite for the
nation's second-highest office, Al Gore
Jr. is qualified to be vice president,
says a professor who taught him at
Memphis State in 1968.
"Al Gore was an outstanding student and worked very hard. I am fairly
confident that he can spell 'potato' or
any other word he's asked," said Dr.
Charles Crawford, joking about former Vice President Dan Quayle's
highly publicized spelling gaffe.

16

Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton and Al Gore
celebrate their victory the evening of Nov. 3.
(Photo by Lisa Waddell)

In the summer between his junior
and senior years at Harvard, Gore
took two history courses at MSU.
"Although Harvard has a generally adequate curriculum, it does
not offer Tennessee history. Al came
here to study this necessary subject,"
Photo by Don Reber

said Dr. Crawford.
"I do not know whether Al was
thinking at that time of a political
career, but I felt that he was. Obviously, he needed to know something of
the history of his native state. He
seemed interested not just in Tennessee history in general, but in Memphis
and West Tennessee quite a lot perhaps because as a Carthage (Tenn.)
native, he felt he needed to learn more
about the other divisions of the state."
At MSU, Gore also enrolled in "Social Intellectual History of the U.S. to
1865," taught by Dr. Major Wilson.
"I have fond memories of Memphis
State University," said Gore. "!learned
a great deal about U.S. and Tennessee
history during the summer of 1968
from two excellent professors. Memphis State has a well-deserved reputation for excellence in education, and
I am proud to have been able to attend
classes there."
"He wrote a couple of papers for me
and was a good writer," said Dr. Wilson, who has taught history at Memphis State since 1964.
Since his college days, Gore has
distinguished himself as a writer as
well as politician. As an Army journalist based near Saigon, Gore filed
numerous stories about the Vietnam
conflict. Returning from the war in
1971 , he worked as a reporter for the
Nashville Tennessean, resigning in
1976 to run for the U.S. House of
Representatives. Eight years later,
voters sent him to the Senate.
Soon after his election to the House,
Gore became heavily involved in environmental issues, organizing the first
congressional hearings on toxic waste
problems in Toone, Tenn., and Love
Canal, N .Y. Interest in the nuclear
arms race and global warming
prompted him to emerge as a leader
on environmental issues. After an
unsuccessful bid for the presidency
in 1988 and a horrifying accident in
which his son almost died, Gore began
writing Earth in the Balance: Ecology
and the Human Spirit.
"This life change has caused me to
be increasingly impatient with the
status quo, with conventional wisdom,
with the lazy assumption that we can
always muddle through," wrote Gore

in the controversial bestseller published last year. "Such complacency
has allowed many kinds of difficult
problems to breed and grow, but now,
facing a rapidly deteriorating global
environment, it threatens absolute
disaster. Now no one can afford to
assume that the world will somehow
solve its problems. We must all become
partners in a bold effort to change the
very foundation of our civilization."
Gore credits Dr. Crawford for helping him research "the year without a
summer" for a chapter on climate in
his book. Just as the 1991 eruption of
Mount Pinatubo had a significant
global impact, a volcanic eruption in
Indonesia spewed debris into the atmosphere and forced temperatures to
plummet during the summer of 1816.
"I was very pleased to read the
book," said Dr. Crawford of the volume,
which proposes an international response to the environmental crisis. "Al
told me afterward that he wrote it all
himself. That surprised me, because
most politicians who publish books
have ghost writers or aides who write
the books for them. But Al took a lot of
time off and wrote the whole thing.
And in spite of criticism about his

environmental stand, I think Al believes everything he says about it."
Gore says he realizes that a staunch
environmental stand may impede his
political popularity.
"The voice of caution whispers persuasively in the ear of every politician,
often with good reason," he wrote in
Earth in the Balance. "But _when caution breeds timidity, a good politician
listens to other voices. For me, the
environmental crisis is the critical
case in point: now, every time I pause
to consider whether I have gone too
far out on a limb, I look at the new
facts that continue to . pour in from
around the world and conclude that I
have not gone nearly far enough."
Though many of MSU's former
students have achieved fame and
prestige, only one has been elected
vice president of the United States.
"We've had three presidents from
Tennessee, but we've never before had
a Tennessean elected vice president,"
said Dr. Crawford. "I hope Al will one
day get to be president of the United
States. I believe we would have an
intelligent one, an honest one and one
who would do the best that he could."
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PROFILE

Phyllis Patterson
Teaching strictly by the book has never satisfied this maverick educator. Her methods encourage students to
learn while playing the game of living history. Last year more than 400,000 visitors experienced the 16th
century through the Renaissance Pleasure Faire, conceived by Memphis State alumna Phyllis Patterson.
By Virginia M. Davis

The woods abound with merry music, the clash of swordsmen and
jousters, the laughter of maidens being hoisted in a wench-lifting contest;
the aromas of savory meat 'pyes' baking; the bracing taste of barley wine,
mead and cider. Villagers curtsy and
bow as Queen Elizabeth I and her silkand-vel vet-clad entourage pass in
stately procession.
A 16th-century village come-to-life
in the California countryside, the Re-
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naissance Pleasure Faire
is the brainchild of Memphis State alumna Phyllis
Patterson ('53).
Patterson's penchant
for building towns began
with empty Log Cabin
Syrup cans in Nehawka,
Neb.,population200. The
cans made dandy building blocks for the child;
her imagination peopled
the village and generated
the sensory experiences
of living in a small town.
Later, during the early
days of television, she
produced a live, half-hour
variety show on WMCT
(now WMC-TV) in Memphis. Theprogram,Phyl's
Playhouse, used dolls and
doll houses as sets.
Patterson's Memphis
State classmates portrayed the dolls' living
counterparts. In the tradition of her childhood, Patterson employed imagination and the senses to
teach and entertain.
Her passion evolved into a mission.
"I wanted to be the teacher who
tried to teach originality," she said,
describing her life's work. "I wanted
to teach by immersing all five senses
into the learning experience."
For 10 years the innovator refined
her concept of multi-dimensional
learning. Eventually she traded syrup

cans and doll houses for a thatchedroof Tudor cottage in an authentically
styled Renaissance village. It's the
centerpiece of her most ambitious
project to date.
In 1963, Patterson launched the
Renaissance Pleasure Faire in California, an extravaganza that now
lures hundreds of thousands of history
buffs and fun lovers to San
Bernardino's Glen Helen Regional
Park in the spring and to Marin County
near San Francisco in autumn.
"It's a theater of history and
drama," said Patterson, one of the
first graduates of Memphis State
College's speech program.
About 5,000 workers participate in
each fair, including 1 ,200 performers
who reside in a 16th-century country
village during weekends the event is
held. The characters dress, speak, behave, eat, sing and dance as Elizabethan peasants, nobility, merchants and
crafts people. Visitors - thousands of
whom come in costume-hobnob with
Queen Elizabeth I, Sir Francis Drake,
Sir Walter Raleigh and William
Shakespeare.
Patterson says the community spirit
of this Renaissance-style celebration
draws participants and visitors alike
into a small-town environment.
"We try to create personal, oneon-one encounters," she said. "We
imagine the audience is part of the
citizenry. No matter how the audience
dresses, we include them in street encounters with Elizabethan characters."

Kenner, influenced Patterson to join
theater groups and take speech and
drama courses in college.
Patterson remembers Dr. Don
Streeter, then head of MSU's
Speech Department. "He was a wonderful man," she said. "He rode his
bicycle to school every day, rain or
shine, when it wasn't the common thing
to do. He was ever so kind to a student
teacher of speech; he let me direct a
play instead of writing lesson plans."
Patterson appeared in several college productions, including Our Town
and The Little Foxes. She also acted in
Memphis Little Theatre and Front
Street Theatre performances and
worked as a weekend disc jockey at
WHER, an all-female radio station.
During her sophomore year,
Patterson divided her time between
studies and producing Phyl's Playhouse. After graduation, she taught at
Memphis White Station before marrying and heading to California.
She continued to develop her brand
of experiential learning by conducting
interdisciplinary programs in art,
drama, dance and poetry at the
Idyllwild Arts Foundation located in
Patterson's son, Kevin, who is as- the mountains outside Los Angeles.
sistant manager of the fair, explains She also taught backyard drama
that the setting really is the 16th cen- workshops for elementary and junior
high school students.
tury.
In 1963 the concept of teaching
"Because performers are not allowed
or inclined to break character, they and learning outside the traditional
look upon the guests as being in their classroom burgeoned into the first
time, the Elizabethan period," he said. Renaissance Pleasure Faire, held in
For example, a scruffy wash- the countryside near Los Angeles.
Patterson has earned international
erwoman accosts a female visitor
dressed in a shorts-and-halter outfit. recognition through her vision and
Shocked at the public display of bare desire. In 1992 she was named Entreskin, the washerwoman announces, preneur of the Year by the California
"This woman is naked, I do believe Travel Industry Association. She is
me!" The village's lord mayor asks a creator and president of California's
visitor wearing Nike shoes, "Why do Living History Centre, a not-for-profit
organization that presents the fair and
you name your clothes, madam?"
"That's why so many visitors come offers programs designed to propagate
in costume," Patterson said. "They like learning through sensory immersion.
Patterson says she inherited many
to play the game of living history betof her ideas about teaching from her
ter when they're in costume."
Though Patterson didn't know it at father, E .C. Stimbert, a former suthe time, a teaching-by-the-senses perintendent of Memphis City
theory was forming during her teen Schools and a past recipient of the
years at Memphis Messick High Greater Memphis State Educator of
School. Her speech teacher, Frieda the Year award.

"My father told me that education
should be like a circus," she said. "I
wanted to teach people in a way that
they would have fun.
"I think there is a need to 'small
town-ize' urban America," Patterson
continued. "When you grow up in a
town of 200, everybody knows you.
There's no way to get lost, and that
sense of community and tradition is
important."
Though Patterson spends most of
her days planning and managing the
fair and other living history projects,
she makes time to teach a workshop on
"Why We Do the Faire" to participants.
During the class she asks city-bred
students to raise their hands if they
feel estranged from the community
and if their lives are without purpose.
"In a typical group of 40 people, all
but about four will raise their hands.
Those who don't feel anonymous usually come from small towns," she said.
With this correlation Patterson
emphasizes the importance of creating
a small town from the past.
"We're helping people not to feel
anonymous," she said. "Yes, they're
learning about history, but they're also
learning about their own roots and
therefore what personal tradition
means."
For information on the Renaissance Pleasure Faire, write the Living History Centre,
P.O. Box B, Novato, CA 94947.
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INEWSBITS

National Merit Scholars
Choose Memphis State
Since becoming an official sponsor
that offers full scholarships to National Merit Scholars, Memphis State
has attracted more Merit Finalists
from its own backyard.
The Merit Program, which identifies and honors academically talented
high school seniors, is the nation's
largest and most widely known competition for college undergraduate
scholarships.
Of 25 Merit Finalists enrolled at
Memphis State, 14 are college-sponsored. An additional five Merit semifinalists and four Black Achievement
Merit Scholars each receive $1,000
supplemental scholarships, although
not officially sponsored by MSU.

Scientists Paint High-Tech Portrait
Scientists at Memphis State have
painted a high-tech portrait of the
New Madrid Fault, a crack in the
earth's crust that has caused some of
the continent's most violent earthquakes.
Dr. Jer-Ming Chiu of the Center
for Earthquake Research and Information used modern computer technology and data from a homemade
seismic network to create the first
accurate three-dimensional map of
the fault beneath almost two miles of
silt and sediment.
Dr. Chiu said the map and the
knowledge collected by the center
will help scientists understand how
a major earthquake will affect the
Mid-South.
The map would not have been pos-

sible without the University's
PANDA system, Dr. Chiu said.PANDA
- short for Portable Array for Numerical Data Acquisition - was designed and built by Dr. Chiu and
Gregory Steiner, the center;s technical
director.
The map prepared by Dr. Chiu used
data collected over three years by
PANDA units placed in farm fields
across Northwest Tennessee.
Scientists were able to obtain a
rough estimate of the New Madrid
Fault's location by plotting the epicenter of hundreds of small quakes recorded by the older system.
Previous seismic maps of the fault
gave only a general location of the
area. Dr. Chiu's new map locates it
with greater precision.

Long-Awaited Child Care
Center to Open
State and local dignitaries wielded blueand-silver spades at the ground-breaking
ceremony for Memphis State's new library
in October. Pictured from left to right are:
Sen. Leonard Dunavant; Gou. Ned
McWherter; President Lane Rawlins; Dr.
Otis Floyd, chancellor, Tennessee Board of
Regents; and Dr. Arliss Roaden, executive
director, Tennessee Higher Education
Commission. Dunavant (at left), vice
chairman of the Senate Finance, Ways and
Means Committee and a member of the
Education Committee, was honored for his
role in winning legislative approval for the
new edifice. The $26.5 million library is
slated for completion in spring of 1994.
(Photos by Gil Michael)

Memphis State officials have announced the spring opening of a lowcost child care center to serve MSU
students.
Students are expected to be able to
sign up on a "first come, first served"
basis during regular registration in
January for the spring semester.
After years of research, preparation and continuous support from
the University's top officials, the center will open on Central Avenue in
the community building near student housing.

Accounting Hall of Faine
Established
Passage Rate for Bar Exam Surpasses Vanderbilt, U.T.
Graduates of the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law led the state in
passing the latest Tennessee bar examination, according to the Board of
Bar Examiners.
Memphis State law graduates tak-
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ing the test for the first time passed at
a 92.4 percent rate. The overall passing rate for MSU graduates was 88.1
percent.
The board said 86.3 percent of
Vanderbilt University law graduates

passed the examination on their first
attempt. Vanderbilt's overall passing
rate was 86.6 percent. The University
of Tennessee pass rate was 85.2 percent on the first attempt and 83.3
percent overall.

Memphis State's School of Accountancy will be the site of the Tennessee
Accounting Hall of Fame, which will
honor leaders in the profession who
have made significant contributions to
the accounting profession and to the
economic and social climate of Tennessee.
The first member will be inducted
into the hall in September.

810,000 Award To Recognize Faculty Members
MSU's Board of Visitors has established a $10,000 award to recognize
distinguished faculty members, President Lane Rawlins announced.
The Board of Visitors Faculty
Award will be the highest honor the
University can grant a faculty mem-

her, recognizing excellence in teaching,
research and service, the president
said.
The award will be presented annually beginning in the spring. Money for
the prize will be contributed by the
board members.
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NEWSBITS
Richardson Endowment
Reaches 8100,000
Dr. John W. Richardson Jr., longtime Graduate School dean and former
acting president ofMSU, has presented
a check to Memphis State that brings ·
the John W. and Myrtle Richardson
Scholarship endowment total to
$100,000.
Dr. Richardson and his late wife
started the scholarship fund in small
increments 21 years ago, with the first
scholarship awarded 10 years ago. A
number of students have been able to
attend MSU on full scholarship because of the Richardsons' foresight.
Richardson Towers residence hall
was named in honor of the Richardsons
in 1974.
More than 400 children from the Campus School marched around MSU in October
during the third annual "Just Say No to Drugs" march. "Drug education is
changing," said Mary Larrick, an art specialist at the school. "It used to be we would
show them drug paraphernalia and talk about drugs, but that went nowhere. Now
our emphasis is on building self-esteem and being able to say 'no' to peer pressure."
(Photo by Mike Murray)

University Elected to Prestigious Organization
Memphis State has been elected
to membership in the National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges. The University

was one of nine institutions voted into
membership by the association's
board of directors in Washington,
D.C.

sitions at The Associated Press, including posts in Eastern and Southern
Africa; Nairobi, Kenya; and the United
Nations.
With offices in Atlanta and Memphis, McDonald's firm has won more
than 100 awards, including 63 local
and regional Addys for excellence in
advertising.

Fund Endowed to Enhance Management Education
The Vining-Sparks Investment
Banking Group has established an endowed fund of $50,000 to enhance
graduate education in the Fogelman
College of Business and Economics'
Department of Management.
The Vining-Sparks Management
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Graduate Fund will be used to support
graduate fellowships, travel for
graduate students to professional
conferences and other projects that
contribute to graduate student education in the Management Department.

Nationwide Insurance Co. is donating $30,000 to help finance a microcomputer laboratory for MSU's risk
management and insurance program.
The grant will cover about half the
cost of computers and software to be
used by students majoring in insurance and risk management at
Fogelman College of Business and
Economics.

Memphian Takes Top
Prize In River City
Competition

President Nrunes Provost, Vice Provost
Former Auburn University Dean
Dr. J. Ivan Legg has been named provost of Memphis State. Dr. Donald
Carson, vice president for student affairs, has assumed additional duties
as vice provost for enrollment services.
Dr. Legg, a research scientist, succeeded Dr. Victor Feisal as MSU's chief
academic officer in October. He had
been dean of Auburn's College of Sciences and Mathematics since 1987. In
addition to being in charge of MSU's
academic programs and faculty, Dr.
Legg is playing a greater role in bud-

geting and planning.
Under the reorganization, admissions and records fall under Dr.
Carson's authority as vice provost; he
will report in that role to Dr. Legg. As
vice president, Dr. Carson will continue reporting to President Rawlins
on student matters not related to enrollment or retention, such as student
organizations and activities.
Consolidation of all enrollmentrelated functions was one of several
recommendations made by the
President's Enrollment Planning Task
Force.

For the first time, a Memphian has
won the top prize of$2,000 in the 199192 River City Writing Awards in Fiction competition sponsored by the MSU
English Department and The
Hohenberg Foundation Inc.
Former Memphis State student Joy
Tremewan claimed first place in the
third annual competition with her
short story, "Night Bus Out," which
was set in Memphis and Germantown.

Nobel Prize-winning
Poet Visits MSU

Journalism Alumni Honored
Memphis State's Journalism
Alumni Chapter honored two of its
outstanding alumni at an awards dinner held at The Peabody Hotel. Chosen
for the awards were Jerry Gray, a
reporter for The New York Times, and
Marsha McDonald, owner of an advertising agency bearing her name.
Gray previously held numerous po-

Insurance Company
Funds Computer Lab

Dr. Billy M. Jones (at left), who served as
Memphis State's eighth president, was
honored at a reception marking the
unveiling of his official portrait in the
atrium of the Administration Building.
The portrait was painted by MSU
alumnus and former Tiger basketball
player Jamie McMahan (at right), who
also painted the official likenesses of
MSU presidents Thomas Carpenter and
Cecil C. Humphreys. McMahan is
currently painting portraits of Dr. V.
Lane Rawlins and Dr. J. Millard Smith.
(Photo by Tom Wofford)

Nobel Prize-winning poet Czeslaw
Milosz read his work at Memphis State
in the opening program of this year's
River City Writers Series.
A native of Poland, Milosz won the
1980 Nobel Prize for Literature. His
poetry includes Provinces, Collected
Poems 1931-1987, Captive Mind, Bells
in Winter, Emperor of the Earth and
Land of Ulro. He teaches at the University of California at Berkeley.

Memphis State faculty,
staff and students were
struck by movie mania in
November when
Paramount Pictures sent
a crew to campus to film
opening sequences of
John Grisham's The
Firm. Above: Director
Sydney Pollack advises
actor Tom Cruise during
a scene shot in the Field
House. At Left: Cruise
ponders the intricacies of
the bar exam while
seated in the Cecil C.
Humphreys Law School
auditorium. (Photos by
Francois Duhamel)
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NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Present at a
meeting of the
, 1992-93

_Welcome to the first i~sqe of the new Memphis State Magazine. Th1s 11-yea'r-old
•'

fJ

,I

,

p~blicat.ion has been merged.wi'th The Columns Alumni Review to provide our graduates,·
former students, employees and other friends with timely articles, interesting profiles
and pertinen~ information about Memphis State. As you will notice, the class notes and
other important information .concerning National Alumni Association club and chapter
I

'

activities and events ha~e been retained.
,

i'

,J

As a joint effort ·of the NAA and Division of University Community Relations, this
'

;

'

I'

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Pres.: Bill Watkins '67 BBA; Pres.-elect: Blanchard Tuai '80
MA; Past Pres.: Carolyn Gates 75 BA; At-large (1992-93):
Ann L. Pugh 75 JD; Fred Hodges '61 BS; George Lapides
'64 BS; (1992-94): Cato Johnson 70 BSEd; George Lewis
'61 BBA; Bill Freeman '54 BS; Debbie Bonner 79 BS;
(1992-95): Jim Schippers '80 BPS; Jerry Schroeppel '66
BBA; Ann Stone 72 BN'77 MS; Al Hollingsworth '64 BBA

Executive
Committee are:
(front row, left
to right) Debbie
Bonner, Cato
Johnson and
Ann Pugh;
(back row, left
to right) George
Lapide,s, George
Lewis, Bill
Watkins,
Balnchard
Tual, Al
Hollingsworth
and Bill
Freeman.

.I

DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE
Pos. 1: Michele Dote Merritt '83 BEd; Pos. 2: Ray Mullins
70 BA; Pos. 3: Gary Nickerson '77 BBA; Pos. 4: John Perry
77 BSCE; Pos. 5: Bruce Young '84 BN'90 MPA

pr~mier issue culminates m~nth,s .of pr~paration. We are certain you will share our vi~w
;that this is a first-class magazine ..We welcome your comment s and suggestions.

,

As Memphis State University continues 'to provide state-of-the-art education and

Ne-w _E xecutive- Committee
Stresses Good-will ,'

services, we will use th~ magazine to keep you abreast qfsome of the more important a_n d
interesting work of our faculty, staff and students.
We thank you for y~tir past support of Memphis State and urge you to continue that

illiam, H. Watkins, managing .partner _ofWa,tkins, Watkii\s ·~ .
Keenan, is the 1992-93 presid~nt of the.Memphis State University N&tipnal·AlUillI)..i Association CNAA). AttorJ?.ey Blanchard Tual
is president-elect, .
.
.
·
''We're looking forward to working with President Lane Rawlins 'this
year," Watkins said. "The executive committee of the National._Alumni
Association has identified several ways we _ca.ii; help strengthen the goodwill
of alumni and the public-toward the Vniver~ity an~ its alumni association.
We think it's going to be an exciting year for Memphis State and its friends
and alumni." "
..
The executiv~ committee of the NAA includ~s 12 ·membe_rs,at-large. For ·
1992-93 they are: Cato Johnson, senior vice president.for corporate affairs,
Methodist Health Systems; George Lewis., ex~cutive vice presidei).t for
money m~agement, First Tennessee Bank; Col. Bill Free.m an Jr., administrative assistant to Shelby County Mayor William N. Morris; Ann Stone,
senior personnel representative, Federal Express Corp.; Jim Schippers,
curator of extension services, Tennessee State Muse.u m in Nashville; Jerry
Schroeppel, general manager, The Paul Revere Co. ; Deborah Bonner,
systems engineer, IBM; Al Hollingsworth, president, George H . Holley •
Insurance; George Lapides,. president,.Marketing Specialties 1ric.; General
Sessions Court Judge Ann Pugh; Fred Hodges, genfral manager, Consulting Services Group; and S)l~lby County Commissi9ner and past NAA
pr~sident Carolyn Gates.' ■ . .
· .' · ·· _ •

I

effort. As a m,atter off;:i.ct, why not.pass this magazine along to family or friends when you
f

'

finish reading it?1
Best wishes for a healthy and prosperous 1993!

V. Lane Rawlins

President

T

H
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COLUMNS

DISTRICT DIRECTORS
I: Kevin Roper '82 BA (Cordova, TN) ; II: Ron Dougan 76 BS
(Jackson, TN); Ill: Ken Seaton '85 BBA (Adamsville, TN); IV:
Bob Alsobrook 73 BBA (Humboldt, TN) ; V: Fredricka
Robertson Schleifer '65 BA (Union City, TN) ; VI : Wayne
Armstrong '61 BS/ 61 MA (Brentwood, TN) ; VII: Richard
Bennington 75 JD (Chattanooga, TN) ; VIII: David A. Collins
Jr. '82 BBA (Matthews, NC); IX: Ron Hart '81 BBA (Atlanta,
GA); X: TBA; XI: Larry LaRue '72 BBA (Arlington, TX); XII:
Tom Gerdes '61 BBA (Evergreen. CO); XIII: Paul Spellman
77 BBA (Redondo Beach, CA)
CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
Art: Carol Beck Pollard '82 BFA; AUSP: Vickie Hall '82 MA;
Band: Pam Pugh McCall '83 BBA; Bus. & Econ.: Jeanie
PalmerDowdle '78 BBN'80 MS; Educ.: Gwen Boyd 79 BEd;
Emeriti: Dr. Carl Brown; Engin.: David Hill '82 BSCE/91
MS; Jour. Judy Kaplan Mccown '67 BS; Law: John
Wilkinson 11178 JD; Luther C. McClellan: Bruce Young '82
BA; Nursing: Elaine Tyree Rogers '74 AN; Univ.College:
Bob Beanblossom '85 BPS; Women's Advisory Council:
Barbara Lawing '82 BPS/ 84 MA; Young Alumni Council:
Greg Singleton '85 BEd; SAB: Annette Bell '93; SGA:
Michael Carpenter '93
MSU CLUBS
Atlanta: Jerry Newsome '87 BBN'91 JD; Birmingham:
Michael Carter 72 BSEf75 MS; Boston: Bob Canfield '59
BBA; The Carolinas: Bill Claytor '64 MN'69 JD;
Chattanooga: Bob Davis '73 JD; Chicago: Ben Weeks '62
BBN'66 MBA; Cincinnati:TBA; Dallas/Ft. Worth: Gary
Crooms '81 ; Denver: TBA; Houston: TBA; Huntsville: Jack
Miller Jr. '83 BA; Jackson, Tenn.: Bill Woods '76 BS;
Kansas Cities: Brian Sharpe '87 BBN'88 MBA; Knoxville :
Larry Jordan '62 BBA; Little Rock: Bill Oury '62 BS; Los
Angeles: Jennifer Kutz Phenicie '91 BS; Louisville: TBA;
Milwaukee: TBA; Nashville: Steve A. Muller '81 BS; New
Orleans: Mike Finney '87 BBA; Oklahoma: Becky BellEdwards '91 BA; Orlando: Kenneth Richie '83 BA/'86 JD;
Pickwick: Joe M. Cromwell '76 BS; River Counties, TN:
TBA; St. Louis: James A. Daniel '81 BS; San Francisco
Bay: Amy Martin Peyton '84 BA; Tampa Bay: Tom Rives
'71 BSEd; Tri-Cities, TN: TBA; Upper Cumberland, TN:
Ronald Thurman '84 JD; Washington, D.C.: Daphne
Lubkowitz '89 BS; Washington State: Debora C. Daniel
'82 BS
ASSOCIATION STAFF
Director• Bob Plunk '74 BA
Alumni Pubs. Editor • Tona D. Jackson '88 BA
Coordinator • Ray Ricossa '86 BBN'89 MBA
Coordinator• Michelle Vinson '91 BA
Coordinator• Lindy MacDonald Williams '80 BN'91 MS
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21:41. . ~, .. :• :·. ," .·,'
. .
, _wiitch'the MSU vs.'"Arkap.- ·. school marchin,g"bands.
in honor of the school's ·
"Tiger stripes" go .t o vie.~ ·.. · .
sas game. ~he Kansas
'
new dean, Dr. Toifi
·p res\dent of prog}'.ammihg; ·. ' ,
Cities MS:U Club held its -BUSINESS
. Bargagliotti.'Alunini, MSU. -Missy Smith, and corpo- ,. ·
first meeting in November
The Business Alumni
' idministrators and . '
rate sponsors,·BackYar~
to plan for a Basketball. . , Chapter hosted -i ts fall
repr.esentati_ves of the
Burgers and MSU Greeks.
·Binge Party. Brian Sharp
barbecue at the Coors
Memphis medical ccimmu- Thanks to all the spohsors
('87, M.B.A. '88) is the .
Belle. Football Coach
' nity were present to
and volunteers. :·
club's preside~t. -Gr.e ater
Chuck Stobart updated the welcome Dr._Bargagliotti.
. During.the holid;;iy
Orlando will host its
crowd ori. ,the 'football ~cene
· .: ,
se::i'son the YAC a~d 1
kickoff event thi"s wi'.nter
at th~ season's halfw~y ' · 'ST(JljENT . ·
.
·, Student:Nurses' Associa- '
under the directitin of
mark.
AMBASSAIX)RBOARD . ' tion spon~o~ed :t he : •.. .·'.'.
Kenneth Richie '('83: J.D.
The SAB hosted
Universify's se~6:nd
... ·
'86). .
EMER;frt
MUDBALL IX, its annual : Salv~tion Atmy Angel .' ..
_The-New York City
• The Emeriti-Club
mud volleyball t?urnaTree. Faculty, staff ah.d
MSU Club joined the .
enjoyed a busy bu:t enjoyment. The event was
·studel).ts ~dopted more
Tulane NYC Alumni Club able .fail getaway. First,
featured in a full-color
.th~n 1.50 angels and -.
for the televised MSU vs.
the group toured the
,phot~ on the front page ~f
provided gifts for,'children-, , :
Tulane basketball game.
historic Mebane-Nuckolls · The ComrtJ,er,cia,l Appeal. · and senior citizens who .
Pregame basketball
" House in Rossville, Tenn. ·, All pr0ceeds ·help fu,nd the ~ouldn't oth-e~seha:ve .: , :
events are planned for
The guided tour of the'.
' J. Wayne'. Johns,o nOut- ' .. received therti:, . ,,.·:'-·
Knoxville; Chi,cago, St.
19th-century home was
~tanding Senioi'Awards
, · . A tent~tive da~ has
Louis, Milwaukee, .
follo_wed by a -luncheon.
given by the SAE iri the: , .• be.e n set.for the, Young
Birmingham, Phoenix
The group ,stopped at
spring. The,event received Alumni Couhdl/Highland
and Cincinnati. BasketCordova Cellars for a tour support from Captain D's,
Hundred Blue-Gray
ball Binge TV parties are
of the winery and a t_a sting The Olive Gar~e.n and
Weekend. Mark your
also in the works for clubs session.
· Tiger Book Store.
c~lendar's for April 16 and
across the country. Watch
The board also orga.17.. This weekend centers
the mail for details.
ENGINEERING
,ni2;ed the Homecoming
around Tiger football's
Contacts are needed in
The Engineering
Banner·Contest to promote spring game. :Other events
Cincinnati, Denver, .
Alumni Chapter hosted a
Tiger spirit
campus
include the Blue-Gray .
Houston, Louisville,
Bite the Dogs Tai\g~te
during Homeco~g week. Barbem.i~ C,halienge, the '
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y ou'll enjoy America,'s
March .5. Alumni and
national treasures, _symfriends who have :made .
bols of our country's
.. significant contributions to
greatness: The.excitement the cominµnity ,' state, . "
and gli~r of Las Vegas is nation or University will
an ~dded treat, Includes
be hon'~red.
·
Yellowstone,. Granp. Teton,
·The Outstanding YoungJ acksol?- Hol~, Salt Lake
Alumni Award will also be
City, Arches National
presented· to a graduate,
Park, a Colorado River
40-years-old or_younger,
who meets the same
TRAVELIN' trip, the Grand Canyon,
cri~ria as the DAA .
T I G --E ·R S Bryce Canyon and' Zion
National Park. Jus_t
recipients.
$2,44.5.
., Tickets may be p~rAiAsKA,CRUISE ·.
chased at the Alii:rnm
Jun~ 3-.-13 'or.luly 3-1_3 ,
Center for $2.5 each.
1993. The return of. one of' GAIAPAGOS: THE
our most popular tours.
•ENCHANTEDI~LES
CAREERFAIR
Jan: 6-16, 1994. This is a
Depart San Francisco on
The NAA will host its
this relaxed and enriching voyage of discovery back in
time. Fly to the coastal city second animal Career Fair
cruise to Victoria, the
March 30. Last year more
of Guayaquil, Ecuador,
snow-capped Olympic
Mountains, Vancouver, the . and on to the Galapagos, a · than 40 companies participated.
haunting chain of islands
Inside Pa~sage, Juneau,
Alumni and students
with interesting species of
Sjtka and Gla,cier Bay.'
F~om $1,799 (not including flora and fauna. Cruise the are encouraged td attend
islands for! four spectacular this informational 'event.
air fare).
Businesses ·who would
days. Unspoiled by man,
the Galapagos -remain one like to participate should.
GREECE'
call .the Alumni Center.
June 27-.July 9, 1993. Join of the last outposts of ·
genuine discovery. The
. us on an odyssey to
1943GOLDEN
voyage ends .with a twotimeless Greece. Visit the
ANNIVERSARY
night stay in Quito, a
Acropolis and_the
col<?nial city located at.the REUNION WEEKEND
Parthenon, the great
Th~ Memphis_~tate
vaults ofMyceriae, Athf:lns, foot of the Pichincha
College Class of 1943
Delphi and Olympia. Vo1cano, fa~ous for its
Golden Anniversary
native Indian culture and
Greece is the "cradle of
Reunion will be held May
fascinating marketplaces.
democracy"-and the
7-8.
Only $2,.599.
birthplace of much of the
Class members will
world's ~ivilization, art and
attend their Reunion
culture. A highlight.will be
·*All seating is_limited.
Dinner Friday, participate
an optional four-day cruise Costs are per person.
i:µ commencement exerDepartures are from
on the Aegean Sea to the
.cises Saturday morning
Memphis unless noted.
islands of Mykonos and
arjd be inducted into. the
Write or call the NAA for
Rhodes, considered by ,
more detail$. .
Half-Century Club that
many the greatest site of
night at a gala dinner.
Gre~o-Roman antiquity.
All l 943 graduates
~ust $2,699:
E V E N T S should be receiving further
information in the mail.
AMERICA'S NATIONAL
If you know a graduate
DISTINGUISHED
PARKs
who does not receive MSU
Aug. 16-30, 1993. A two- - ALUMNI AWARDS
(DAA) DINNER
mail or if you would like to
.week magnificent, deluxe
help locate missing
The NAA and the
motor coach tour,of ·
alumni, please call the
Univer:sity will honor its
· America's greatest naAlumni Center at 901/678most notable. alumni and
tional parks. nunng this
friends at the DAA. Dinner 2.586.
inspirational journey,

World's Longest T~1lgate
,· Party and a -Reunion ..
. 'rouch ·football Game:··
.:-• ·I -,-For·
mpre
information
,
. • ., •
.
,)
•
.
about the Young Alumni
Council, .cal! or ~te the'
Alumni Center-for a
brochure.
~
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CALENDAR
JANUARY
9 Chicago MSU Club,

MSU vs. DePaul
21 Washington State
MSU Club TV Party
23 Milwaukee MSU
Club, MSU vs. Marquette
29-30 Lady Tigers
Alumni Weekend
30 Birmingham MSU
Club, MSU vs. UAB

FEBRUARY
8 NAA Board of Directors

Winter Meeting
17 St. Louis MSU Club,
MSU vs. St. Louis
21 Arizona MSU Club,
MSUvs. ASU

MARCH
5 Distinguished Alumni

Awards Dinner
6 Cincinnati MSU Club,

MSU vs. Cincinnati
6 Washington State MSU

Club TV Party
11-13 Great Midwest
Conference Tournament
30 NAA Career Fair

APRIL
Art Awards Dinner t
Engineering Alumni
Award Dinnert
1~17 Spring Blue-Gray
Weekendt

MAY
7-8 Class of '43 Reunion
8 Commencement
20 Business Alumni Golf
Tournament
t Dates are tentative or to be
announced.
For more info rmation on events
listed, call the Alumni Center at
901 I 678-2586.

p

'52 FLORENCE HORTON
LEFFLER (M.A.) bas been
elected secretary of the
Memphis Kiwanis.

'55 JAMES Q. EDMONDS

E

0

San Francisco.
PAT NICHOL (B.S., J.D. '67),
former basketball manager,
married the former Judy St.
John on June 6, 1992, in the
Vanderbilt University gym.

FRANCES K. THEOS (B.S.)
(B.S.) has been named vice
is executive director of
chairman of the board and
executive vice president with Birthright Inc. in Memphis.
First State Bank of Covington
and Munford, Tenn.
'65 BETSY BROWN
·LOWREY (B.A.) has begun a
'61 ROBERT SWINDEL
new career as a photogra(B.S.), former professor and
pher. Her work was shown tn
administrator at Tennessee
the Washington, D.C., area in
four shows from August
T~chnological University, is
now chemistry chairman at
through December. Lowrey is
the University of Arkansas at founder of New Visions
Photography, an organization
Little Rock.
designed to showcase
photographic activities of new
visual artists.

p

L
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have been working with
Martha's Manor of the YMCA
for four years.
CARMEN COLEMAN
REAGAN (M.B.A.), associate
p~ofessor of marketing at
Austin Peay State University since 1988, has been
appointed dean of the College of Business atAPSU.
She has been acting dean
since 1991.
RON SANDERS (B.S.Ed.),
chairman and chief executive
officer of Emerald Energy
Corp. and vice president of ·
Pennyrile Temporaries I.nc. of
Madisonville, Tenn., has been
appointed to the National
Advisory Council for the U.S.
Small Business Administration.

(RS.), an industrial/office
sales and leasing specialist in ,
the South Bay, Calif., office of 67 J. WALTER
CB Commercial Real Estate
BUCHANAN (M.B.A.) has.
··Group, h11s peen named a
been prdmo,t ed.to corµmander-.
' senior vice ,president> ,
' oHhe u;s~Naval Reserve •;.' '
1 .and has received the ·Merito- ·
,,
. rious 'Ser:0,ce Medal. . ·,
.. '

committee of the MSU
JOHN JORDAN (B.B.:A.), a
. Zoological Society.
, National Alumni Association,
certified general appraiser for
has been elected to the ·board PBILIP COUNCE <B.'B .A,.
Tennessee, has formed his .
J :D. '75)' has been named to
of the ;Memphis Zo9l9gical
·:' own company, John Jordan,
the board of'tbe ,l:>ankruptcy
Society.
·
Appraisals, in Memphis.
section of the Memphis Bar
RAY MULLINS JR. (B.A.) is
Association.
AL PILCI-JER (B.B.A.), Little
a commercial loan officer with
Rock district claims manager
CLIFFORD M. KOEN JR.
Nashoba Bank in Memphis.
for Nationwide Insurance Co.,
(B.B.A.., M.S, '7<.), J.D. '84) has
h.a s been awarded the
PAMOLA POWELL (B.F.A.)
been promoted to associate · professional insurance
is principal-in-charge of
professqr of business law and designation Chartered
management and,has been
Chapman Coyle Chapman
Property Casualty UnderPowell Architectural Interiors awarded tenure at the
writer (CPCU).
I:nc. in Atlanta. Her company. University of New· Orleans.
' has been awarded fir;;t place
,..
in the ~erican 'Bar Associati6n ABA Journal La~ Office '73 STEVE BILSKY.(B.A.,'
Design Comp'e tition for the
J.D. '76) has been 'named to
d~sign of Sutherland, Asbill . the board of the bankruptcy
& Brennan's office in Atlanta. section of the Memphis Bar
Association.
'

'

,I,

1·.

' TOMW. CHAMNESS (B.S.>
SON BAILEY (M.M.) has
. M.S. '77), scientist with
been elected vice chairman of . Scl)ering-Plough HealthCare
·P roducts, and three cothe. Memphis Zoological
'workers have received a ,
ROBERT DUANE
Society.
$10,000 Scientific AchieveRINEHART (B.S.) is geixeral
HAZEL.FLOYD GOODALE
ment Award for their
manager of National Linen
(M.Ed.) l).as been awarded the research efforts.
Service in Wichita, Kan. He
1992 Wil Lou.Gray Qutstandhas been with 'the company
ing Educator Award recognizsince 1974.
ing an alumna who hi:is
NANCY JOHNSON lWUSE
distinguished herself and
(B.S.Ed.,
M.Ed. '78) has been
Columbia College (S.C.) by
-promoted
from instruction
outstanding accomplishments
, supervisor to principal of
and achievements in the field
Millington South.Elemen7
. of ·education.
tary. ·

'71 ADRIENNE THOMP-

'"
~Carmen Coleman Reagan

RACHEL FROMER
SHANKMAN (B.S.) is the
director o£Mid-South
Regional Facing History and
Ourselves, Resource'Center in
Memphis.

'63 CLINT McMORRIS
,

L

'69 TED BEALE
. (B.F.A.),

FRANK SHERMAN (B.B.A.)
former manager of print
is vice president in charge of
advertising/art production
for Schering-·P lough
corporate planning and
HealthCare Products, has
. governm~nt _rel~t~ons with
been promo.t ed to maoager of. . , Merch~nt J?istnbutors -lnc
art, pur.c_lias,.i,.n g/a.·d.,ve,,.rti_s,ing
''..base_d,··,mH
_. ;ckory,.N.C.

pr~d_uc~~im for matketmg . . . •· STEVE SIMON CE;3.S.) is
sefVIces. ,· •
presjdent of S&S :public ·
DON HUTSON (B.B:A.) has
SYDNEY GRIFFIN MAYO
Relations Inc. with offices in
received a 1992 Marguerite ,
Northbrook, Ill., and San
76
Piaz~a Humanitarian Award, (B.S.Ed., M.Ed. ' ), former
Francisco.
Cllrriculum director at
which recognizes exceptional Ellendale Elementary,in
generosity and commitment
Memphis, has been named
in ·helping the less forltmate.
pnn<;ipal of Arlington
'70 LINDA LEE ANPERSON (B.A., MA '71), regional
Elem,entary.
WAIN RUBENSTEIN' (B.S.)
sales manager with United
has been elected president of
Communications Capital
The Family Link in Memphis. JOHN S. MOORE (B.B.A.)
has 'been 'named 'an associate Corp., has been appointed to
the board of the National
with Brookfield & Co. in '
'64 JAMES L. HARTMANN '68 JANE HOWLES
Association of Telephone
Memphis.
(~.S.) has been named _
HOOKER (B.Ed., M.Ed. '69),
Dealers.
d1~ector of c?rporate qua1_1ty
MSU associate professor of
ROYS. NICKS (Ed.D.),
JAMES L. CHAMBERS
with_Flavonte :i,aboratones
health, physical education
former chancellor of the
(B.B.A.) married the former
Inc. m Memphis.
and recreation, has been
Tennessee Board ,of Regents,
Lyn Carpenter on March 21,
JOHN W. HORTON (B.S.),
elected to the board of,
has been appointed interim
1992, inMissol.Ui..
president of East ·T ennessee
retired Air Force lieutenant
directors of the Memphis
colonel, is a captain with
YMCA. Hooker's adapted
State University in Johnson
CATO JOHNSON (B.S.Ed.),
American Airlines in
physical education classes ,
City, Tenn.
a member of the executive
E
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BEVERLY CATO
. ROBERTSON (B.S.td.) has
been named a' principal of
Trust 'Marke~ing Communications Consortium Inc. in
Meriphis.
' . Hazel Floyd Goodale

.

'72 JIM BARRASSO (B,S.,
M.B.A'. '79) has b~en elected '
to the board of the Memphis

T H E

'75 PATrI COLEMAN
BOWLAN (B.A., J.D. '86) is a
partner ,w ith the law tirm of
Bogatin, Lawson &.Cniapella.

Riverbend Maximum
Security Inst,itution in
Nashville. '

'76 DWAYNE JENNINGS
(M.S., M.S. '81 ), assoc~ate
professor at Union University
in Jackson, Tenn., has been
named chairman of the
Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science. ·
. MIKE R.' STAVROPOULOS
(B.B.A.) has been named
director of human resources
with Flavorite Laboratories
Inc. in Memphis.
WILLIAM A. TUTTLE
(B.B.A. ), former vice presi- _ , ·
dent with Baptist Health
System, is administrator of
the Baptist Memorial ,
Hospital in Booneville, Miss.

'77 PAULINE BADY (B.A. ),
poet and writer of children's
books, has published her first '
book of poetry, New Direc•
tions. Bady has written
several poetry anthologies
and magazine articles.
DONALD D. BATCHELOR
(B.B.A. ), assistant vice _
president at Union Planters
Nation~l Bank in Memphis,
. has been named chairman of
·the Greater 'Memphis
Insurance Council.
DEANIE PARKER (BPS,
-M.B.A. '88), former managing
director of marketing for,
Memphis in May, has been
promoted to assistant
executive director of the
Memphis in May International Festival.

MARGARET MYERS RYAN
(B.A) is director of develCOOPER..13. LEATHERopment for Y9uth Villages in
WOOD (B.A., B.S.Ed. '78) has - Memphis.
been a .park ranger at
Roosevelt-Vanderbilt National Historic Site in Hyde
'78 ROBERT C. LEWIS
, Park, N.Y., for nine years.
(B.S.E.E. ) has joined the ·
research staff of the 11pplied
JEFF A. GARRE'I,'Y (B.B.A, ·MICHAELA, RUTTER
Research Labs at the UniverJ.D. '77, M.B,A. '78) has been (B.S.~d., B.A '79) is emsity of Texas at ,Austin. He
, ployed by Prison Healtli·:
named president of the
was previously on the .
Ter\ne!;lsee Trial Lawyers .
Services Inc., providing
research staff at \yashihgton .
outpatient psychological
Association board of gdv.erUniversity in St. Louis.
nors. services to inmates at

IRA E. WEINSTOCK (B.Ed.)
has l;>een appointed director · '74 LAUREN.CE FAIREY
(B.B.A:, M.B.A. '85) is
of the economics and policy
executive vice president and
division and international
trade division of The Bronx . chief financial -officer for .
Danek ,Group Inc. in Mem- ··Overall Economics Develphis. '
· '
'
opment Corp. in Brooklyn,

N.Y.

SANDRA L. SMEGELSKY
(J.D.) has been appointed to
the Tennessee Higher
Education Commission's
Committee on Postsecondary
Education.

E
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JOSEPHS. MECHAM
, ,· (B.B.A.) has been named
computer department' .·
. supervisor for Bookstar at
}lickory Ridge Comll}oris
Shopping' Center' in Memphjs.
-,:

.

'

, ...,

QlJINN

•

'8() RICHARD ALAN
BUNCH (J.D.) is the author
of a short collection,ofpoetry,
Summe; Ha_wk; published by
Norton Coker Press in San ·
Francisco.

'82 RANDOLPH ·~ . .

CALviN HERRING ·cM.P.A.)
has been elected to the board
BRATTOl'f(B.S.), Air F_orce
capt;ain, is deputy chiefof the . of the Memphis·Zoological
Instruction~l Te~hl}ology ·. ;, Society. ·.
Division•oftheU.S. Air
·'
Force Academy in Colorado.• :: BRIAN HUFFORD (M.B.A'. )
pas been: appointed senior .
He is developing computer
director of manufacturing for. .
software for cadet instructhe Schering-Plough
.,
ti~n. His wife: GLORlA ·
HealthCare
Products
plant
in
KAY CHANDLER
Cleveland, Tenn.
BRATTON (ff.Ed. '83), is
coordinator of ~hildren's
choirs ·at First United
·
·Methodist Church in .ColoGARRY CONDREY
raf> Sprjng~.
· (B:B.A.) has been promoted to '
.:· .manager .o f budgeting and .
·
. 'l'ERRY E. DEWITT .
,1>fanningfo~ company' (B..S,E.E.) ,is a principal wi,th · ·managedhote,s atHolida:v,'
Hnedak:Bob~ Gro~p P.C. in .
Inns Worldwide in'Atlanta.
Memphis:
· ,
, ··
''
.
. .
KEITH A KRAPELS (B:S.,
DAVID W. HOOVER (B.B.A., , B.A. '86, M.S. '86), Navy ·
M.B.A. '8~), is. a professor of ., lieutenant, ha~ been Iiamed ,
statistics and information
Naval flight ·officer with
sys~ms at µniyersity of
,, '.frainjng Squadron,-86 in
South Flc:,rida in 7'ampa.•·
Pensacola, Fla. · •
·

ARTHUR E.
(J.D.)'is . MICHELLE RI(;:HMOND
a partner with the l;iw firm of FOWLKES (M.P.A. ) is the
Bogatin, Lawson & Chiapella. executive director' of
Memphis Partners Inc.
MARY MARGARET
WEDDI,N GTON ,J.D)has ·
STEVEN C: GRQBB (J.D.,
been appointed director of the M.P.A. '84), an attorney with
paralegal studies program at Dan Norwood & Associates, . ·
'. MSU. She also is responsible · h~i, been ele.cted president of
· for obtaining·American Bar .. t}:le. Tenness'ee JaY,<:;ees . .
' '. Association accreditation for
,
the paralegal degree progi'.am JIM SCHIPPERS,·(B.P.S.),
chairman
of
the
MSU
at Pellissippi State Technical .
Alumni Herjtage Museum
Community <:;:ollege, where
C.ommittee1flpoke at the ·.
she was formerly head of the
Department of Public Service National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian
and Communications
Inst,itution'i,n Washington,
Technology.
D.C. He addressed coordina. tots frqm 3·7 states at t~e
SAVE QUTDOQR SCULPDELORES ELDE,R JONES
WILLIAM LUSBY.JR..
'.'TURE!
meeting.
hosted
by
the
,
(B.A.
,.
M.C.R.P'
.
'86)
has·been
(B.B.,;\.5lias
been promoted to
'79 MELJNUA SMITI:f, .
named' exe<;utive director·of
National Institute for the
· sale's area manager of the · , ·
BENHAM (B.,Ed., J.D. '85)
Whiteliaven Community
Houston, San Antonio and ·. ',.
has been elected secretary for · Conservation of Culfural
'. Development Corp.·
·
Properj;y.
$chippers
is
.cur•
New ,Orleans markets for ';rh:~.
the bankruptcy section of the
. , '
;
ator of extension serv,ices ·a t
Upjohn
Co.'s Consumer .
,
Men;iphis Bar As~ociation.
· the Tennessee State Museum BRADLEY A KAUFMAN
Products Division. He and his·
(B.S.),
captam
in
the
Air
STEVE CAGLE (B.B.A.) is
and is ·program administrator
·, wife; LAURI STEPHAN
Force Reserve, has received
employee relations supervisor for the SOS! project in ·
LUSBY (B.S.) have relocated
. his law·degi,ee froIP the
for Giltspur Inc. in Chicago. ' Tennessee.
to Hou~ton. "
'
University
.of
Tennessee
• He and his wife Mindy are ·
TIMOTI:IY SETTERLUND. ' Cpllege of Law jn KnoxJEFF'RESTUCCIO (M.B.A.) '
volunteers witb Neon Street
· (B,S.Ed., M.Ed, '82, Ed.D, · · , ville.
.
.
.
h!ls writte,n ~ . book q~~bini~g ··
Center for Homeless Youth,
, '89); forme,r)y v:ice,pri:r;i- ' ',
I ' :, exercise.with gardE:mirig
_.,, •/ .··
· and were· appointed to:'th~
cipal of Germantown High '·;'
1•· .; called1l!;itness the Dynamic
Travele:rs,a~d Immigrants
Sch9ol, has'been, named,
,
( ~·-' Gardening V!<:-Y: A Health ·,''
Aid Volunteer Leadership
principal
of
.Collierville
High
•and Wellness'Lifestyle. The . ,. .
Council last yl;!ar,.•' , .
1
S<;hool:
•
••
•
I; . Book i'~.'j:mblished by ~alance ., :
JAMES·P: HOLLAND (B.S.), .
n ' ,·
.
~ · .. ofNatur~ Publishing in ·
Air Force m~jor,' bas been , , · l\'.IARK n.. SMITH (B.B.A. )'
Tennessee. Restuccio is ' ··
, selected as an Air'· Force
.. 1:ias. beeil prompted to btanch
"curreni;ly ap·p earing on.radio · ,
National Defense Research.
manag~r for Dover Eleyator
. filld·Ty talk shows discussing ·
Fellow. He is attending the
!11 Okl~om_a City~_Okla.
the .book: · . ; .- · · · ,- ., .
Center for Intehlational and .PAUL STODDARD (B.S. ; ',
,.
· MARCIA,B. W,ELLS.(B.A.) .. ·.
·P ublic Affaii::s at, t)le Univer.":f IfS. '82,,M.S. '83)has bee1'· ', , · · Braa,ley A.:;_Kaufma,n
.'
..
; '•
has been named manager of ' ;, -:'
M'
. ~ity..0£ Pittsbqrgtj..
nan;ied a .vice presideq.t of ·. cl , ,,t
. '
·,,
.
'·' community ~d.4 catfon'at ·
.- , ,.. , .,..
C.
MIKE.KEITH
(B.S.E.E.;
YVONNE D. NE~SO:L',•1E
Enviromrlental and Safety
J.1,1:.B.A. '90).is. a fi~ld applica- · M~dshares.M,a nageme:qt ,,
· ·
·her , De~igns. Inc:
CB.A, ·M.A. '86) received
, in Memphis.
in Mell).phis. ·
tions engineer £qr Advanced . .· Group Inc.
. .
., .~· ....
Pb.:Q. in soci9logy from
M,icro Devices, based i~
Northwestern'·Uhiversity in
1
December of 1991. She haS'
.'81 SHIRLEKMcGAUGH Huntsville, Ala. .
:'85 ·cLAY BOATRIG~T
been hired as assistant ·
FINLEY (B.A.) has been
.
" (B.B.A.; M:.S, '86)is a project
· professor of sociology at
elected to the board of The
'83 JOHN A: BOBANGO · · man~ger in pet food marketVanderbj]t University.'
Family ;Link in Mem,phis.
(J.D.), principal at Gerrish & ing.reseaich for Ralston
MAVIS'J..SNYDER (B.A.)
'McCreary,P.O., is 'the first
:Purina. His'wife, CAROLE
SHARON LaRUE (J.D.) has
· BEALL BOATRI'GRT (B.A '.
has been promoted tp fainilies been 'naine'd tc:i the board of . Mempbia:n.'il) the.American
, '.88)'is·~~· mar&:eting ·s upport .
program director of Youth ' · the bankruptcy section of the ~ollege o( Investm,erit · ,
Counsel.
'
, representati.ie for ~alston• '·
Villages in Memph1s.
Memphis Bar As~~i.ation.
.
.
. ,
'
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Purina. They live in -St. Louis.
JULIE HOLMES BREA
(B.S.) married Steve Brea on
, June 27, 1992. She.is an
associate broker for Cham.h ers Co .. Realtors.

chapter, Professional Secretaries International.
SONDRA L. ~AYLOR
(M.Ed.) is the athletic
director at St. Benedict at
Auburndale in Memphis.

GREG DUCKETT (J.D.) has
- been elected fu the board of
the Memphis Zoological
Society.

'87 TIM CORDER (B.B.A.)

I,

Memphis .c.h apter, Professional Secretaries International.
,, PHILIP.G. LINDSEY
(B .B.A.) is a commercial pilot
with Alliance Airlines in
Tumon; Guam.
STEPHEN THOMAS NASH
(B'.B.A.) married the former
Donna Kathryn Cox on May
2, 1992, in Bartlesville, Okla.

has been named director of
sales of the Holiday Inn
Overton Square in Memphis.
LARRY M. FQGARTY
, JERRY SHOEMAKER
(B.B.A.), a certified public
. He w~s formerly Fastrak
(B.S.E.T.) has been named
accountant and vice ..p:resident sales manager for The
maintenance supervisor at
·with Union Planters National Peabody Hotel.
"
the Anheus~r-Busch U:ouston
Bank, recently·transferred to
BRIAN HUFFORD (M.B.A.), brewery. He. was formerly
'Nashville, Teµn., '.to in~age .
has been appointed senior .
employed with Kimberlythe corporation's regional
director of manufacturing for Clark Corp.
internal audit department. ·
Schering-Plough HealthCar e
His wife, CYNDIE MINCER
Products
in Cleveland, Tenn. ROSE HIBBARD TEMPLE
FOGARTY (B.A. '87), is an
(Ed.D.) has been named
He was formerly associate
acc~unt executive with
administrative .dean of
director of project engineerEricson Marketing Communiing/administrative support in education services at Baptist
cations.
Me)nphis.
'
Memorial Hospit~ in
Memphis.
JIM PENTECOST (J. D;) is a
SUSAN S:PRINGFJELD
senior partner with.the law
LAMAR (B.B.A., M.B.A. '88)
CHRIS WILLIAMS CB.Ea.)
firm of Waldrop & .Hall in
has been promoted to athletic
has
been
elected
assistant
J ac~son, Tenn.
.
equipment manager•from
vice president at W!ichovia
Bank of North Carolina in
assistant equipment Jllanager
LANCEAI,LANSHERLEY
at Memphis State.
(B.S.) has received his Doctor Charlotte.
of Osteopathy degree from
PAT POWELL.(B.F.A.) is art
Texas College of Osteopathic
director at Thompson &
Medicine.
'89 MIKE BARBER (B.B.A. ).
Company in Memphis.
has been promoted to audit
'
JEFFREY M. ROBINSON
senior with Price Waterhouse
(B.B.A.), Marine first lieuten- in Memphis.
'86 SUSANNE
ant; recently.received the
McCALMANT BAKER
JERRY E. MILLIGAN (B.A.),
•(B.F.A., M.A. '90) i~ a fligp.t
Navy Qcimmendation Medal
· Marine first lieute'.ii'ant, has
for meritorious service while
operations specialist with
been deployed with the 26th
serving with Headquarters
Federal Express in :Newark;
Marine Expeditionary Unit to
and Service Battalion, Camp
N.J .
the Mediterranean.
H.M: Smith in Hawaii.
ALI CHANDLER (B.AJ is the
LINDA LEA RUSH (B.S. ) has LORI BUCKEL MUNDT
manager of corporate
received her Doctor of
. (B.B.A.) has been promoted to
sponsorships with Memphis
Medicine degree from East
audit senior with Price
in May.
Tennessee State University.
Waterhouse in Memphis.
MARKT. D E ~ (B.A.), .
ANGELINA M. SOLOMITO
Marine corporal, has been
(B.A.) is the director of
deployed with the 26th
' quality management with
Marine Expeditionary Unit to
Trinity HealthCare Services
the Mediterraneaq. ·
inMemphis. .
·
MITCH R: HIGDON (B.B.A.),
CHRISTOPHER WARD
,
senior vice president and
(B.B.A.) has been-elected vice
m,anager of The Munford
president of the Memphis
Union Bank in Millington,'
chapter of the Estate Plan'.fenn., is president-elec;t of
ning Council.
the Tennessee Bankers
Linda
Lea.Rush
Association. ·
~

.

.

'•

'88 BRENDAMALLARD

MOZELLE $MITH (B.B.A.)
h,as been elected recording . ·
secretary. for the Memphis

T H E

COL

U

HALE (B.B.A;) has been
. elected a director of the'·
M

N

'9() JORENE FARMER.
BARGIACCHI' (B.B.A.)
married STEVE

E

..

BARGIACCHI (B.B.A. '81) in
October 1991. They live in
Memphis. ,
BARl3ARA ;RETELAFF
BEEM (M.S.) has been
elected secretary of the
Memphis chapter-of the
American Society of
Women Accountants. ·,
JOHN G. BERNARD (B.A.),
Navy ensign, has been
designated a' Naval aviator
after completing his
training with Helicopter
Training Squadron-Eight ,
at the Naval Air Station '
Whiting Field in Milton, .
Fla.
"'
ALLISON S. CRONE (J.D.)
has joined the law firin of
·wolff Ardis a~ an associate.
BETJ:lANY HUFFMAN .
(B.B ..I\.) has been elected vice
president of member relati0ns witli·th.e Memphis_
chapter ofth!,! American
Society of Women Accountants .
VINCENT F. JOSHLIN
(B.A. ), Navy seaman; has
completed his bl:!sic training
at Recruit Training Command in San Diego. ·
MARY McGALLUM
M~DONNELL (M.A.) is a
member of the Memphis
College of Art' board of
directors.
.P AULA PANZERA(B.Ed.,
M.Ed. '92), former youth · ,
sports director at the
Memphis Jewish Community
Center (JCC), has been
named director of health and
wellness at the JCC in
Nashville .
DAVID WIGGINS (M.B.A.), .
associate director .of stability
at Schering-Plough, has
received a $10,000 individual
Scientific Achievement
Award from the company for
his work with chromatography, which is often used to
determine the amount of
alcohol in blood .and :in
purifying insulin '.for diabet. ics . .
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~91 SHEILA A

\:

COLLINS
(M.A.T. ) tea:c;hes econorpics,
. governm!)nt, religion and
' ·personal finance at St. ,
Benedict 'a t Auburndale in
'.Memphis. Sh~ also ,sponsors
the cheerleaders >and stude,it 'governqierit asso,,. ciation.

r

Products Division) coveri,n g
south Lol).isiana.

T.

GARY TH6MPSON
(B.B.A.) is 'an assistant
1
manager. with SA.M's Club in
Marion, Ill.

•· Angelo.Asselariis tc/ Athena '
, Chafaris ('79) and Cimon , ·
Asselanis on Feb. ·24, 1992, in
. Richm~rid, Va. ·
.
'

'

· Marissa ltene·~ Mitchell to
Crystal Shanks ('88) and
' Mark Mitchell ,on Jan. 27. ' '
' 1992.
.
·

~n

~~,

•

-

•

I

t

I '

••

_',

'

.........._

32 ,

Emory

'

•,:

.Jacob Wayn~ Bishop to
· Leah Rachel Noreman-to
-Sharon Bell '('90)-and Randy , Lori Lowery Norema'n ('85) on
Bishop on Feb. 27; 1992, in . · Deo. 24,' 1991, in New York. '
. · Middletori., Tenn. .
·
·
·
'
:Virgi,n ia Elizabeth l'l'orth
'92 GREGORY J .
.
·, Jphn McNabb Bratton t~
to Trecia Ogietree' ('80) and
BRITI'ANY OEDING
BLAC:IS:WELL CB.A) is the
'
.
Kay
Cha'.l).dler
('83)
and
.
Gregg North on May 22,
HANBACK (B.S.f i~ a:n ..
co-publisher of Tiger Sports
'" Randy Bratton ('82) on Sept.
19~1, in, Florida.
a~sistant buyer for' , ',
,Weekfy, a weekly P.fi,\YSpaper
·. 21, 1991, in
, Colorado Sprj.ngs,
·
hl
Qatheripe's Inc. in Memphis. . ._.cpverihg MS~ sportfi. ·
'
,
Griffin Neil Po e to Tara
Colo.. . · ·
' ·' ,
·
.arid Kevin Pohle,C90) on
DARiN·T. POUNDS (B.B.A.) SAMUEL DELGADO.CB.A.);
:'Adam
I:.ynn
Browning
to
.
April 29', I992, in Little. Rock,
' is;a sales representative for
DANIEL T. DOLAN (BA), :, '
Melissa
Wright
·anlTerry
L . .'.' Ark
·
. -~ellogg'.s Sales Compa'n y in
WILLIAM D.' McCONNELL
29
Bro~Jng ('86-1
April ;' : Pa~ Andrew Preusse to
Memphis . . ·
(B.A.), JOHN H . WINDOM .
1992.He h~ as1ster,Ashley. -~. ·Beth MacDonald ci81) ~d ·
KIMBERLY Pf.. SIMPSO~
, .(B.$.E .'T jand·TROY L. , ,
. . ki . ,
WOOD (B.A.), Navy ensigns,' : 'Richardt6uis Mullikin to Paul Pre'1sse on Aug.-28 • . ·
(B.B.A. ) 1~-wor ~gm
. ,· , have been commissioned
· Cynthia ~udmer ('.78) and
·. 1992, in -Centreville, Va. He ·
. corporate market_u~g at ~~st , .u on graduation from the
Louis-A 'Mullikin '('81, B.Ed.
ha·s a sister, Paige.
I 3:ennessee B1
mk 1~ do~ntown ' &a.val Reserve Office'r
'83)o~:April 2~,.1992. Be ha,s ,
··
''
M~mphis w~le ~~tendin?
'Training Corps·program.
.two .sisters, l\:'.lary J3eth ·a nd .. , , Ciera Ashton IJ,hodes to
MSU part-tune m pursuit of ,
·
,
,
,
Minta Vandiver ('90f and .
.
Jheri Rhodes on M'arch 18, ,.
her M.B.A,
' DWIGHT VICK(M.1,'.A.) has · C~~;ina. '
. Ryan ScottJ)o~s to Bettie 1991. ,
KEVIN W. STEWART. .
'. been accepted in Arizona ·
.' Scott ('79)and Robert W.
· · · ., ,·
(B.B.A.)-h~s I;>een promoted to '$ tat,e Uniyersity's public ,· ··_,
·· Katherine Elyse
7
18
Dowti$ Jr, (' a) on.June , ' . Robertson to Lisa Cagle a{id .
·tethnical sales representative . administration doctoral
1992; in 'Mi!:l,souri. He has one . Br'e~t G. ~oberls6n ('84) on'.
· · with -ICI America IJ1e:·(AG
'program.
'
brother; Christop~erRobert. · April 27 , 1992 , in.Texas.
1
•Cole ThomaS·Evans to
.
· Diana H~okings ('85) and . ' . Tanner Lee Tpmes'to Julie
..
.
and Tim Tomes ('86) on April
John T. Evans on May·6,
· 7, 1992. He has one brother,
i992, in Woicott, 9ori.n.
Jesse Thomas.
Richard·Earl 'Gold~n III to ·s· t , M ,: s h'•r. · t
· . ·.·
. · · , · ·· d
acie ane c J anI o
Deborah
( 8.2.) •an , Ca tnna
• os·borne ('85)'an·d .
.
· . •Bannister
' .
R_icha~~ Gol~en on Appl 21 ' , ' Paul Schifani (;84)° on Dec. 21, '
1992; m ~-londa.
·
.1991. He has: one brother: · ·
~eredith Tayfo:r Jones to , Step~en. ' •
Beverly and Jackson Jone. s . K - ·'.. Ra
·
,
· ·;
: · . .· ·
e 1sey ·.• e s·IS t runk to
~I (J.:Q. 70 ,M.A. 7~) on ~priL · .Michelle "Missy".Mel~n ('88)
~ lll ~-_ 13, 1-9~ 2·· , , · . · · ·
·and·Mark' M. Sistrunk ('87") ·
~':it . Kii:th~;ine·Peyton'Klepper . ori June 1 7, H)92. •.· . , '
· WNancy H~rley and George·- ··· N' , h · Tli.. '... s en·cer
. .
III ('81)
M
' IC O1as
Quaas p
M. Klepper
._on !:IY • to Lisa Hatchett ('84, M.S.
24, l~9?. ·
''90) and''I3ra'dy Spencer on
, . M~ttbe .Sidney L~dbetter
May 22, 199Z,.in Gebrgia.
' .
to Sidney C, Ledbetter (M.S.
~thryn B:rennan Stew;art ,
9
2
-'~8)'on.Jaii'. ·iI, i . l3 :.
. Wiley to Ida G. an,d Rob L.
. ·' Katherine Le~i;s to Judy · ' Wiley fM.A. '7 4) on Fe'b. 3,
· and Bob Lewis ('78) on March : 1992, m Texas. She has 1:1
9; 1992..
.
.. brother, Kenneth, and ~ .
Jenny Leig.6,. 'Mitchell;to . sister, Muriel.
■t::;;;!.'.::l
~
.. Kerry ·O1Cgnnell ('80) and
Hayley Elizabeth Williams
Featurf!,d in.the 1992 Homecomi ng Parade w~re t~e Mighty Solfl'l:d of
•'.,Mark Mitchell ('$2) on Dec.
t('i'Alison Smith ('83) and
the Sduthandauariety offZoatsandcarriages. Topphoto:MissMSU : '-· 16 1991 '., She has two ·
· Carte; Lane William_s ('$2) on
Amy Daina and SAC presi,dent Jill Grishom waue to th~ •crowd.
' br~thers' James and .
i
March '20;i.Q92. She has one
. (Photos by Mike Murray) .. '.
·
,
. : •.
·
,,. Matthe~. · · · · ·
sister, Marissa .June•:
,,...
,):'
.
'
:,

°wilhert D:•Donaldson ('72) on '·
The Alumni Association
. in Nesbit, Miss, , .
June 24, ·1992, in Slidell1 La.
would like tq express sympathy to families and .friends of Robert Duncan McCall (,'50Edwards Iverson ('72,
'51 ). .
the following:
'
· J.D. '77) on Aug. 3, 1992, in
Bernard Charles Draper ('51) Pensacola, Fla.
Dr. Sam .L
· ucas, education
·
on June 5, 1.992, in Desha;
professor at MSU, oriAug. ?7,
JoluiP~illip "jack" Long (''74,
1992.
'
Ark.
/D. '77) on May 4; 1992, in · ·
Brooxi~ Pauline· Ha~sell
. . Nashvill(l.
Dr. Pradip Kumar Sen
Carlton ('53),ill'August 1_992;
Gupta, geology professor at . .
in Friendship·, '.I'enn.
Erma Tate Moore (M.A. '74)
MS:U, on Aug. 4, 1992.
~n
May 19, 1992.
.
Celeste _W illiams .,. ,
,
.
.· .·
Eunice -Edna Whitaker,·
·
·
Higginbottom ('53) ori June
Russell S. Spurlock ('75) on
emerita; on Feb. 28, 199~, ,· ... 11, 1992, in Selmer, Tellil-.
Feb-. ·23, 1992.
...
.
....- ··.• .
..
Vida Wylene Teague('31) on
ja~es'Taylor Green Jr.,C56t' M~k Paul Franceschim ('78)
June 27, 1992, in.Rossville,
on June 3,0, 1992.
, : ,
on Aug. 24, 1992J}ri)fouston.
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. ' ··.· ' .

Tom Hackenbei:ger ('80,
M.B.A. '81)on May 18, 1992.
,}

Vicki Le~ Holden ('80) on ,.
Allg. 24_,_1992.,
..Victoria "Vicki" Gjllfoy · · ·
Vincent ('81) on June 5, 1992.
Billie Clark l3ell_('82) on ·J uly
22, 1992.:
,
Reibert Lester Mc:Oaris ('85,

M:S. '88), MSU math teac;her;
on M.ai2_6, 1992..

· ·
<

Marguerite,.Griffin (M.A. 56)
·
2
'
, ,,
- ·on Aug. 21, 199 .
,, .
.
,
·/
7~ /2!/.oe.
_~ 4 -~
/,.h,-,,J,. ,,./ · '. · :_ ,1
,. ' .
'
''u A '
Norman Bruce Knowles ('58)
·7
"!'
~hler J. Adams_ ( 37, ~:.J. ft 56} :on jul ·20 1992. ,,
·
.
,u;Ad•;_,L_.• Sf.ate ,;,1,.h,_·••-.-., ~
. ~
inAugust!992,mLexmgton, ···.
.,X· '
,,' •.
. , .· ~ " ~
. v~ - , .
.' _., ''·.·
., Te~.
• Jimmie i:t,Grane'('59) oh Jµly · . ·. -~
~~ ~~~
. b . h V · hn (, ) .~ 2~; i992, in Forj; ~~ltoQ . , ..
, ,,.:,.,,u,,uu~,~,, 'i4taie •~
M ~ ,;,1_.__,,.,.;... • .,.•.,. ..· ·t1t,
J .. Kim roug .a ~g . . 39 .. J3each, Fla. '
....,...,.,.....,._,_.,., . •
.
~ . ;v ~
on Oct. 15, 1992, m Dr.e sde_n, .'
_.
; . .. , . ; .
.,, ede,r, t4eilt, NOA/,,,,.-;.,.A~-~ tiiz, ~ tw&.
· Tenn.
· Frances Beardam Perry ( 60,
..
,-,~
., . , , ,
,. •·
,
•· ·
·
. MA '6,6) on·A~g .. 23, 19921 in
0-"~
Me, ~ r / ~ ~ <U' ~
Gladys Mohler Parry (L.L.B.
T
~
·
·
·
· ·
'41,)·onJply' 29,199~_Nonnangee;,. ~xa,s. __ ··.
~
.th.de _~
-~ ~ ~ ,
Aki Koi·Berfield (M.B.A. -'64)
.
.
.
·' ·
Earle.Ligon Whittington ~r. , . on-July 8, 1992;,in Beth~sd~, ·
('41) on May 29, 1992.
Md.' . ·
, ·
"
George Stanton Abemathy .
('34) on Aug. 15, 1992.

r

4
.. 1 f· 4·

t~

'·· , 9 9 3 ~•~
;
~~

Nannie Mae O'Neil Holde~
, ('42) on.July 23, 1992,.fn
Arlington, Tenn.
' Roo,l{ ('47, M.Ed. '69)
Willie

•\}

, • .,.

.__,,.,..,~

•

'

Debb1e Sue Sanders Sturgeon ·
('78) on June,2, 1992.
.

. ·Pere; J. Henry C6.4)
' 14, 1992..- . . ''

·, · -~ / / ~ ~· · .
_;,
· OH, ~
.S. /.993 , .· . .

dn iug,

Sarah Grammer
B~sw~ll ('65) , '
·
ori May 29_,~~9_2.
, . . ,..

·- azt4e·~ ~ ~ ~ ~; -

on Aug. 25, 1992 . . ··
Martha Jane Best Herring.. : Winfred ','Fred" R. .Craven~ ;,
('65) on'Jw:ie15,. 1992.
Wells ('47) on Aug. 15, 1992,
.·
· ·· ,
, ··
in Georgia. .
,, ,
,. : . ·' CaI."l Thomas' Laux' ('65) on
.. kWh. 1' ('47 . MA . June 5,'1992_.·. ··..
;'. ,:,•, .
Arl..1ne .Kir
a ey
., . .
..
.· , ,
.
. ..
.
'57) on .June 26, 1992, in ,
David -C.".Doten Jr, ('67·, J.D.
~«?ltvar, Tenn: ; .·
' _' "l:q) or\Jqne 3;.1~92:·,, · '', ,
Eli~abeth Day Ev~s (L.L.B·.
'48) ~n June 28 1 1992.
·. · '
•.

' ;.

\

•

Mo~s Cohen ('68) on June
1.6, 1992. : · ',. ':·
' 'i/,{i

.

"
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'
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•~9 '

~:;:::;;.· ;p. '79·
~

~ - - _j __ _ ·

·: .- p ~
· ·

fa·,

.•

, ~bert·R. Milnir (L.L.B., '48) , ,:•Bettye OvertonGH,mes_('68)
onAug,,?'.7,l992.
r on,Aug.7~1992. '.: ·.· ., ,
· ,, P'atr:icia i,'Pa~' Sand~rs '. ,
· ,. Lirtda Lanier"Holl~~n· (;68) ~
S1,1llivan ('48) o~ Junt to, ., ' , ' on July'7, 199!;( : . ,: . . _;., ,-:.
1992. .. , . . . .
,;. , . .:... . ..,
ft. p:,·1 , t .
· ' ·· ·
· · ·
· 1vJ.argaret .('\.liu· ra
. an
,. Ge~rg~ touis Cyko 'cL.L'.-B:
•·. \ '68) oh Jµne', 2s;,1:992. ;, ...... .
,; .• '49) do Aug·. 19, 1992: . .. . .. ; ~b~tt:B:·~~~tt\ '68)
:P~uiN~~s~~ MartinJL.I.:.B.
'29', 1992.
'/' ,. ·i, . .
.
·
992
0
!_49)_ ~ {uly ~' ~· • ., •
· ·· . Majo~ ,Bl~ncli~r~ (M.-Ed. ,'70)
Mildred Connor Wadlington '
on'May 19; 1992.
. .
, ('49)onAug.' 7,,. 1992. ·
Arth L
f'71
William · ur ane , ,.
Smith McCall La~kford · ·
J,D. '75) ori·June 19, 1992.
(L'.L.B: '50) on July 23, 1992,
· ·
·
;

.:c~...,-c··

~n.)~fay '. .

?.__ a,,;/t2s ~ ~ ~ k ~ 4 -

- ~ .c kd~ r l ~-~ ., ~
.·S t a t e ~ ; ~ . 71t ~K-152.
'. .
.·.. ~ ., , 901 /67B'--25B'6.
. .:
-~
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Employee
Giving Doubles ;•• · ·
.
.

.··Morgan Keegan .,
._- & C)o. eT}tployees
raised.more
tha;.; $38,poo
for Memphis
. : -Stb.te University ,
as part of the
.- corporate ·
, • c_ampaign.
,Rodney Babe_r
: presents Dr.· V. ·
, La_n e Rawlins ,
with a checkfor
.. ', the company)
· efforts. (Phqto .
. ,by Mike
· Murray)

E

N

T

Radio station
honored;
Scholarship
:fund announced

An academic scholarship has
been established in honor of KIX ,
106 (WGKX-FM) by the Memphis 1· ·
State University Athletic Department.
Athletic Director Charles
Cavagnaro says the broadcast
contract with the station has far
exceeded expectations, and
establishing an academic scholarship in honor of the station is the
right
thing to do.
'
.
em.phis-Sta_te University's ·" Group Inc.; Watkins, Watkins &
"KIX 106 has enabled us to do
10 corporate.campaigns led Keenan;
the Westmi Conipaso much in the way of marketing
to donations of more than
·nies:
and promoting athletics,"
$69,000to the Academic F~d. Tb.is
. George P. LeWis, chairman oft4e
Cavagnaro said. ''We felt that by
figure_represents a 130 percent
1992 fund and vice.presi~ent of
establishing a scholarship for
increas~ over the previous year.· ., :
First Tennessee, captained the
.
communications majors here at
~- ; Corporate .campaigning is a .
·•.ba11k!s-charte'r effort W},t h assist~nce
the University in its name, we
, specialized, face-to;face fund-raising from 27 alumni. More·than $15,500
could publicly honor the station
style that·~mphasizes corporate
was raised.
and help ensure that interested,
1oyalty among employees by encour·union Planters, under the
qualified students have the
., · aging.them 4> 'Cont_ribute ~o MSU.
leadership'offresident Ke:r;m~t~ yv,. ,
chance to study and succeed in
. , MoS:t'contributors e,re grac;lqates of , .P~ti.nk ('62), brought -in more than .
the communications field.
· the University. ' _ . . . : . $7,000, incteasiI?-g last yea;r.'s·tota]: <• ·1 "It's a way to say 'thank you'
. ·. The i~P fund-rai,sfng company, :·· ... 'qy- 89 ~percent. UI?,-donors izj.creased· .
perpetually," he said. "And it
.--Morgan, Keegap. & Co., .produ~ed a,. . _' '· from 18 to 61 with more' than half -._~ '· serves as a reminder that
total of $38,596. WhiJe two-thirds of giving for the first time. . · ·
·
Memphis State is more than
this figu.r.e' crufl.e from alumni_and ·
Other campaign leaders and
athletics."
the corporation, approximately 30
results included: Albert D ..
The full-tuition scholarship,
. percent came from non-alumni. Thi~ . . Hollings~orth Jr. ('64), Holley
., which will be first awarded in the
· program was spearheaded by
InsuranC"e, increased from $500 to
1993-94 academic year, will come
Rodney D. Baber ('72) - chairman .
$525; Kenneth C,. McNeil.C73)',
from a portion of broadcast rights
of the 1992-93 Academic F~d __:. ' , NationsBank;, from $14q to $1 ,250;
paid to the Athletic Department
an:d 69.other members -of the
Frank.J ..Donato ('(?9); Seven.Oaks, ,
by the station. The department
company.
. from $2,275 to $2,325; Hilliard R. ·
plans to endow the scholarship
A majqr portion of.funds raised
Crews Jr. ('71 ), Shelby Group, from
fund at $25,000 .
. will be used to endow the Morgan
,, $1,700.to $1',730; Willia':m H:_
Recipients of the scholarship
'' · KeeganFµnd ll).,Fi-qance, whi~h' ·
Watkins Jr. ('67), Watkins, · ·
may be either incoming freshmen
attracts outstanding gr_a duate
· Watkins & Keenan; from $1, 710-t,o ··_- · who are in the top 25 percent of
1
,st~dents fothe University.
$1 ,800.
·
·
.
their graduating class and
. Other participating firms were
· :we hope to cru_npaign iR at least
planning to major in
First Tennessee Bank; Union
17 _other Memphis-area corporatjon~
communictions, or full-time
. Planters National Bank; A.G.
in 1993," Baber said. "They repreundergraduate communications
Edwards & Sons; George Holley
sent ovE;)r 1,000 additional alumni
students with cumulative grade
Ihsuranc.e Agency; N ationsBank;
prospects and countle_ss possibilities
point averages of 3.0 or better. ■
Seven Oaks International; Shelby
among non-alumni. " ■
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QUESTIONNAIRE

M - U-SEUM:

T4e N ationai Aluiniu Asso~iation·is planning to establish.a Memphis State University Musei'i.m to showcase the
,•· history oft};io~e who.have attended MSU, their_a_cademic and athletic achievements, social lives, c1!ltural growth
and community.contributions. The nfuseum will be a vehj.cle for showing visitors, prospective and cun:ent stu. _d_e nts; parents'• artd alurpnj the ·pri1~ we have in our alma mater .
It is i~portant to .creat~ a:n inv~rtto~ 'no:w for'po_ssible incl~sion in the exhibit, ·so we·are ,asking y_o u t o sea_rch yoirr _
· attics 1 close~s ahd garages for items.that m:ay enhance the co_llection. Fill out the questionnaire below and,
·- · .· ·:•. send it"to the Alumni.-Center. PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANY ITEMS AT THIS TIME. WE WILL CONTACT

\ 7.otJ. .

,,,

and

C OL U ' M ' NS

"'

Check the.category to:-which--the item'. be1ongs:
· ·
·
·r · .
1
. ·
Greek'Memorabilill ; , ,. · · ' _ _._.The.Growing Y.ears ('20s-'40s)
>-. '-· Donhitpry J\'.lemdries,
, -' , : .. __·_The War Years (late '30s- '40s) .~
__-__ ._ -; Horn!:)coming·_
·: ", -:: ; ~ . _ '__ The Yol!llg Univ~!sity (1_95&-60) ·
\' ,,~
Moments Hfsto:ry . ../-i :' -. ;; -~
U:niversitylntegration_(1959) . ·. · __· -_. _Pe-rioJ Clot}p.ng. .
. ., ::;, ·· · .~
The Exciting Year s (Huinplir-eys' Era) '
· ' :_•_ Penod Furniture .
· .· .' ~ •. ·_:_._- _Attaining Excellence ('70s-'80s)
!'
.
Th{ Early "Y;Eiars (WTN~) '\_. ' i .,:-_·.__
· Other
. ~ -·---~---------"•
·•.
.
,. •. ,,-.
•
•• ~;, ~.
_.~~..-r ~...
'.,·_;.

in

_

'

·.,

I ·~.

•

,.,

;, •

I

"'.

_;;,

~'

- t:

.

•

:-

.

:

_, .

•

•

.

'. Estab_lishi.ng an·impre~sive un;fse1tm is an expensive project. Would you be. willing to mak~ a financial _contribution. ,.
to' the museum?
Yes -··. No · ·
, .
' .
·
•·
<

••

-

-

.-

· Place
stamp
here
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TIGERS BASKETBALL
1/4
1/6
1/9
,, 1/11
. 1/16
1/18
1/21
1/23
1/30
2/3
2/6
2/10
2/14
2/1 7
2/21
2/24
2/27
3/1
3/6
3/11-13

'

O

Georgia State
7:30p.m.
Vanderbilt
7:30p.m.
@DePaul
lp.m.
Southeastern La. 7:30p.m.
Alabama-Bir.
lp.m.
Tenn. Tech.
7:30p.m.
@Missouri
8:30p.m. (ESPN)
@Marquette
lp.m.
@Alabama-Bir. 3p.m.
Florida Atlantic 7:30p.m.
Cincinnati
lp.m.
So. Mississippi 7:30p.m.
12:30p.m. (ABC)
DePaul
@St.Louis
7p.m.
@Arizona State 12:30p.m. (ABC)
@Temple
6p.m.
Marquette
7:30p.m.
St. Louis
7:30p.m.
@ Cincinnati
8:30p.m. (ESPN)
GMC Tournament TBA
@Memphis
All times are Central Standard
'

T

S

A World Apart

SHORTS

Continued from page 5

•-

LADY TIGERS BASKETBALL

1/2
1/5
1/9
1/11
1/16
1/20
1/22
1/25
1/28
1/30
2/2
2/6
2/11
2/13
2/16
2/18
2/20
2/27
3/1
3/11-13

Tulane
5p.m.
@Vanderbilt
7:30p.m.
@Marquette
7p.m.
@DePaul
7p.m.
Alabama-Bir.
5p.m .
Ole Miss
7p.m.
Oral Roberts
7p.m.
So. Carolina
7p.m.
@St. Louis
7p.m.
Cincinnati
5p.m.
@Arkansas
7p.m.
DePaul
5p.m.
Marquette
7p.m.
@Alabama-Bir.
3p.m.
@Tennessee
6p.m.
@Tennessee-Martin
7p.m.
St. Louis
5p.m.
@Cincinnati
noon
@S.E. Louisiana
7:15p.m.
GMC Tournament
TBA
@Memphis
All times are Central Standard

because we take a greater role in caring for the child," Wickham said. "We
tend to let fathers off the hook because
they've got to worry about going out
and making a living. So Daddy doesn't
have to deal with the problems directly. Fathers are more concerned
about long-term things."
Sixty families participated in the
Morgan-Rodrigue study. One-third of
the families had autistic children and
one-third had Down syndrome children. One-third of the families had
children with no developmental disability.
The researchers administered psychological tests to the family members
and questioned them about social relationships, activities and progress in
school. Some family activities were
videotaped so the researchers could
study their interactions.
Dr. Rodrigue said he and Dr. Morgan were surprised at how well siblings
adapted to the presence of an autistic
child in the family.
''We essentially found no differences
across the three groups," he said. "But
when they have a child with special
needs, parents have to attend to the
needs of that special child. Generally,
siblings adapt very well to receiving
less attention from their parents."
"The siblings seemed to be coping,"
added Dr. Morgan. "We found that

Highlight_s

'

• The footbl!ll Tigers ended the
· season with a 6-5 iecord.;All five
_, losses were _by a total of 1 7 points
_and three ofthe five were to top-25
. teams. The team's five straight
victories tied a 1975 school record.
MSU also tied a 1949 school record
· with four consecutive 30-point
games. _
-- • The 1991-92 MSU basketball
Tigers finished the season ranked
(17th) for the first time since 1986,
Iq p~eseason'polls the 1992-93
Tigers were ranked as high ,as third
in the country.
• :M;SU will host the Great Midwest
Basketball Tournament March ll·13 and will be a site for 1994 NCAA
Junicir· place-kicke/ Joe
first- and second-round action.
Allison (at'right)-is ranked
• MSU soccer Tigers ended the
No. 1 in the natio'n in field ·
goals made per game a_nd '
• season with a 14~3-2 record and took
per season ..He is the
second place· in tlie GMC Toumaa
recipient of the Lou Groza
'ment.
Award, honoring the
• Lady Tigers volleyball ended the
nation'.s top college kicker,
and has been named to
seasori with a 9-~5 record.
several All,America teams.
• Lady _Tigers basketball signed six
(Photo 6Y Mike Murray)
new,players in the early signmg
period in Novembe.r.
• Both the men'~ and women's cross
couptry teams finished fifth overall
in the GMC Tournament.

~----------------- · --- ·--- ------------7
.We Want tc:i'H;ear From·You.. .. ·
- _ ·~
. __1
., : DJ:>l~ase send me a ~~mplimeiitary MSU National ~umni Asso~iation □ car windo~·decal □ bumper sticker. :-

siblings of autistic children had more
internalized depression, but it wasn't
severe. We don't know whether they
were naturally tough. Having an autistic child around strengthens some
people - others weaken from it."
Dr. Rodrigue says the experience of
having an autistic brother or sister
apparently has an unexpected effect
on children's lives .
"It seems that many siblings go into
the helping professions," Dr. Rodrigue
said. "We're not sure why, but the
experience ofhel ping care for a special
child probably plays a role."
Mothers of autistic children seemed
to have greater problems than fathers,
says Dr. Morgan. Results showed that
women with autistic children were less
satisfied with their marriages than
women with developmentally normal
children or those with Down syndrome
children.
Fathers seemed to be less affected
than mothers by the presence of an
autistic child, the researchers said. As
expected, fathers of both autistic and
Down syndrome children reported
more disrupted planning and greater
financial impact than families with
normally developing children.
The men also reported having to
make some psychological adjustments
when they realized that their sons or
daughters would never live up to their
expectations.
"But as parents, we all go through
revising our dreams for our children,"

Dr. Rodrigue said. "So that isn't unique
to parents of autistic children."
Drs. Morgan and Rodrigue concluded that the presence of an autistic
child does not always lead to serious or
harmful consequences for family
members.
For the Wickhams, having an autistic child in their midst hasn't been
easy. But, like most of the families who
participated in the Morgan-Rodrigue
study, they haven't allowed the disorder to destroy their family. The
Wickhams take pride in their son's
progress.
"Matthew began talking at the age
of four-and-a-half," his mother said.
"He gained 250 words in his first year
and one of the biggest predictors of
progress is the acquisition oflanguage
skills.
"He is developing functional skills,"
she added. "My goal is for Matthew to
have ajob in the real world. He likes to
cut grass and he pumps gas into the
car. He doesn't mind washing pots in
the kitchen. Those are things he can
earn a living doing."
The important thing, she said, is to
remember the value of any child.
''You have to grieve for the child you
thought you had and learn to love the
child you do have," Wickham said.
''You have to love the child for who he
is and not for what he does. They have
value just because they exist." ■
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Forgotten Americans

The Street Mission's
family program.
"They have an
Dr. Williams also noted an increase overwhelming sense
in homeless single women with chil- of being stepped on,"
dren, a situation due in part to an said Barton, who has
increasing percentage of broken worked at the shelter
homes.
for two years. "Sev"A woman who has been married eral of these women
for 10 or 12 years may find herself come from secondwith no marketable job skills after a and third-generation
divorce or separation from her hus- welfare families band. If he refuses to pay child sup- they don't know they
port, that woman and her children can change. We try to
find themselves in a homeless shelter," break the cycle of de- Photo by Mike Murray
said the MSU researcher.
pendency."
"I was surprised at the number of
A cycle of dependency and a lack of
Dr. Williams and his graduate students
looked
in
shelters,
alleys,
on
people
who weren't angry," said Dr.
self-esteem are other reasons women
and children find themselves without park benches and under bridges for Williams. "I expected a lot of anger and
homes, says Lynn Barton, director of displaced people to interview.
hate directed toward the government

MSU Club. · 0 Constituent Chapter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Please_send the information requested;
Name of Club/Chapter
I D Address Change
□ Name Change
D News Item for "People"
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□
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and people who were better off than
the homeless themselves. I found very
little of that."
Dr. Williams discovered that a large
percentage of homeless people did not
expect the handouts many working
Americans think they want. Less than
half the homeless people interviewed
thought the government should help
them out of their situations.
"Mostly they wanted a second
chance,"Dr. Williams said. "They didn't
blame the system. They didn't want to
destroy and take things from people
who have more than they do."
Once, Dr. Williams accepted many
stereotypes about the homeless.
"Until I started looking at the
problem and realized that people can
be victims of circumstance, I thought
the homeless were lazy- they were on
the streets because they didn't want to
work like the rest ofus," he said. "But
homelessness can catch anyone. It's
one of those problems that is hard to
understand until you become involved
in it. From a distance, people assume
these people are society's dropouts,
their homelessness is intentional. Why
waste time with them? But the majority of the homeless are worth saving.
They are decent people who are just
down on their luck. They need a boost,
a chance to get out of their situation."
Few service providers agree on a
solution to the homeless problem, Dr.
Williams says. A national work corps
to repair bridges and highways, much
like the WPA of the 1930s, may be a
viable solution for those who are unable
to find jobs.
Thompson, a former homeless person, suggests a different solution. He
says care givers must identify the root
cause - the reasons why a person is
homeless - and then take steps to
remove that cause.
"I lived on the streets for two years,"
said Thompson, who now works full
time for the center that helped him.
"For me, the root cause was drug addiction. The problem is more than just
economic in some cases; it is drug dependence, a cycle of reliance on the
system, a cycle of abuse, mental illness.
"Some clients are mentally ill.
People who eight years ago were living
in mental health institutes were released when (then-President Ronald)
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Reagan deregulated the
mental health industry.
They were turned out of
the system. They fell into
society's cracks easily if they forget to take their
medication, if they can't
afford their medication,
they are out on the streets.
Their grasp on reality is
gone.
"That's why it's important to find out why a
person is homeless. It's
like taking all the pieces
ofa 1,000-piece puzzle and
putting them on the floor
andthenthrowingthebox
a way. You don't know
what the picture is, but Photo by Mike Murray
you have all the pieces to
put something together. Homeless- that does that, complacency and laziness is a part of the problem, but the ness tend to take over for a while. The
real problem lies in what made these Street Mission takes steps to stop abuse
people homeless in the first place."
of the system. If we think someone is
Thompson says many clients at The misusing it, we try to end the duplicaStreet Mission are mentally ill. Some tion. Getting out ofhomelessness takes
are addicted to drugs and alcohol; oth- work on your part, but you can't do it
ers are having economic problems. All, alone. If I hadn't wandered in here, I
however, respond to Thompson because never would have had the courage to
he understands their predicaments.
change my life. "
"I may be more strict because I was
Thompson says the welfare system
on the streets," Thompson said. "It needs to be reorganized. Instead of
wasn't easy for me to get off drugs and providing short-term, emergency help,
off the streets, but I did it. I understand it has become a way of life.
what it is like to lose a wife, a kid, ajob,
"We have people living in governa home and to be in jail. And if I can ment housing for 10, 12, 15 years," he
change, anyone can. Once I began to said. "I would like to see a two-year cap
take steps to get out of the street situ- on residency in a housing project. Duration, my value system changed."
ing those years, residents would have
He says some homeless people take to become educated, maintain health
advantage of the programs designed of children and gain employment
to help them. Thompson gained almost skills.''
50 pounds while living on the streets,
Governments have been trying to
walking from a soup kitchen at one ignore the homeless for decades, says
church to a food line at another.
Dr. Williams. In recent years, how"Some people choose to accept the ever, the problem has grown so large it
help that's offered." said Thompson. can no longer be evaded.
"Others say, 'Well, I can eat nine times
"Homelessness is so close you can
a day because every church in down- touch it," Dr. Williams said. "I saw
town Memphis will feed me. The shel- many people who had homes and jobs
ters will put me up at night. My basic - then one day it was all gone. You
needs are met.' After a while, people may be doing well, but the family who
become complacent. There are differ- used to live next door is homeless. It is
ent stages to homelessness, just like frightening - that's why so many
grief. First, you get mad, you're irri- people ignore it. Every time you see a
tated, no one will help. Then you ac- homeless person, remember that it
cept the fact that you have to work on could happen to anybody: it could hapgetting basic needs met: food, clothing pen to you.'' ■
and shelter. Once you are in a system

Practical By Design

More than $340,000 in up-to-date ('82, M.S. '84), an assistant professor.
computer hardware and software has "They aren't technicians or repair
been made available to the manufac- people. We are teaching them to be
any other department," said Simons. turing engineering technology pro- managers and supervisors of techni''When there is a new way of doing gram in recent years through Society cians."
Graduates of the electronics engisomething, we change the curriculum ofManufacturing Engineering Educaneering technology program are in
so our students have the advantage of tion Foundation grants.
"We try to stay on the leading edge demand for a broad variety of jobs in
the latest knowledge.''
Architectural technology is the of technology," said Day. "People who industry, communications, medicine,
largest program in the department, hire our graduates say they are ready public utilities and entertainment,
with more than one-fourth of the al- to go to work right away. They don't Williams said.
Memphis State's computer engimost 450 students enrolled in engi- need a year of training before they're
productive.''
neering technology program blends
neering technology.
The manufacturing engineering courses in electronics, computer hardThe program covers architectural
design, drafting and structural design technology program, Day says, com- ware and software.
Like other engineering technology
with an emphasis on computer usage, bines management skills with training
said Sherry Bryan-Hagge ('80, M.S. in high-tech production techniques.
programs, the computer program in'82), an assistant professor who coor"We take information from the de- cludes a heavy dose oflaboratory work
dinates the architectural technology sign engineer and figure out the most as well as courses in management and
curriculum.
efficient, cost-effective way to manu- supervision.
In the manufacturing engineering facture the product," he said.
When Simons' students were preLike their colleagues in the manu- senting their plans for a computer
t echnology program, students learn to
use computer-aided design (CAD) and facturing program, MSU electronics network for the department, Herff
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) engineering technology students College Dean John Ray noted that
programs to set up and operate auto- combine theory with practical experi- none of the proposals provided for inmated production equipment. Classes ence. Their classes deal with subjects stallation costs.
deal with management techniques, such as antennae and microwave
"We can install the system ourplanning and quality control as well equipment, computer-aided design, selves," a student told Dr. Ray.
as technical subjects.
"That's what we're teaching our
circuit analysis, physics, robotics and
Laboratories are equipped with the transistors.
students," said Simons. "They can decomputers and software used by
"We aren't teaching them how to fix sign the system, install, maintain and
television sets," said Mark Williams operate it." ■
Memphis-area industries.
Continued from page 9

Tears to Cry vvith
Continued from page 15

is mood music. It is special because it
creates moods within the audience
and allows artists to express how they
feel in terms everyone can understand.''
At the turn of the century, blacks in
the rural South endured a system of
segregation and second-class status,
moving from one town to another and
looking for jobs, homes and acceptance. Out of the newness of this life,
from the problems of racism and poverty, blues was born.

as in urban centers such as New Orleans, Atlanta and Dallas.
But it was on Memphis' Beale Street
that blues found an enduring place in
the spotlight. During Beale Street's
heyday, artists like W.C. Handy, Furry
Lewis, Ma Rainey and Booker White
gathered to sing and play until the
early hours of the morning.

The blues has survived because
people from around the world can
relate to its themes.
"Blues music is about life on a personal basis," said Dr. Evans. "That's
why it has lasted so long. It isn't about
politics, issues or abstractions. It's
about the woman who left, the man
who can't find . a job, the hangover

"It started right behind one of them
mules or one of them log houses, one of
them log camps or the levee camp.
That's where the blues sprung from . I
know what I'm talking about."
Booker White
In the early 1900s blues was played
in countless rural roadhouses as well
Photo by Tom Wofford
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after a night on the town, the couple in
love - ideas that everyone, no matter
what country they're from, no matter
what walk oflife, can identify with."
Blues has come a long way since the
early days on Beale. As the century
progressed, the music changed along
with the times. When electricity became widely used, blues musicians
started playing electric guitars. Synthesizers and amplifiers increased the
volume and diversity of the music.
Singers stopped performing alone and
organized bands. As performers toured
overseas, their outlooks broadened.
But the most crucial change came
during the 1960s when blues was identified as a separate musical genre and
began to receive worldwide attention.

"They're beautiful in Europe. When I
played in Norway, people came up to
me who didn't know a single word of
English and they'd grab me sayin"Sam,
Big Sam,' with tears in their eyes. "
Big Sam Clark
In the 1960s, scholars began studying the history of the blues. Many
artists were discovered and recorded.
Researchers worldwide praised blues
for its lyrical and musical expression,
for the great singers and poetry it
produced.
"Blues is important historically because of the huge impact it has had on
virtually every other form of 20thcentury music - rock 'n' roll, jazz,
gospel and country and western," said
Dr. Evans. "It even has influenced

classical music of this century. It has
an importance aside from its own history. It has been the inspiration of
poets, who have imitated the lyrical
style and expression of blues."
Although blues music has been
popular for several decades, its singers have often remained poor and virtually unknown to the vast majority
of Americans. Exploitation and the
musicians' naivete left many blues
artists dying in poverty and obscurity.
"I think more artists today know
there is a lucrative economic niche for
them," Dr. Evans said. "B.B. King, for
example, was able to build upon his
success. But some were victimized by
people who wanted to exploit the music and make a quick dollar. A few are
so used to living day-to-day that they
aren't able to build upon the success of
their music."

I hear Sleepy John died ... Booker
White's dead ... all these musicans are
dying. But I'll tell you something: there's
gonna be blues just as long as the world
stands. For years and years and years,
blues gonna always be there. They'll
never fade away. "
Furry Lewis
Dr. Evans has done his part to make
sure blues musicians of the Mid-South
don't fade away without recognition.
With a grant Dr. Evans founded High
Water Records. The Memphis State
label, which produced and distributed
its first records in 1980, publishes the
work of Southern musicians.

"I found artists as an outgrowth of
work I did in the field," said Dr. Evans,
who has toured the world lecturing
and performing. "I've recorded some
gospel music as well as other types of
Southern music, but blues is the predominant form."
The label has given several blues
artists from Mississippi and Tennessee their first recording breaks. High
Water artists have included Jessie
Mae "She-Wolf' Hemphill, winner of
the Handy Award for Traditional
Blues Female Artist of the Year;
Raymond and Lillie Hill, legendary
blues singers from Clarksdale, Miss.;
and Hezekiah and the House Rockers,
a band from Natchez, Miss.
High Water Records has been forced
to change with the times, just as blues
music has. All of its productions have
been available only on 45s and albums. In order to maintain sales, the
company must now change its format
to include compact discs.
"Our next release will be a compact
disc, but unfortunately we only have
the funds for one more release," Dr.
Evans said. "We need to get the other
albums out on CD - we have quite a
few that are out of stock- but we just
don't have the money. Once they are
distributed, the music pays for itself,
but there is no money for the initial
expenditures. We have about five albums ready to be released, but we'll
have to wait to do it."
Not only has High Water Records
licensed material to other companies
for albums and CDs in England and
France, but 12 of its artists have
toured internationally. MSU students
have also earned professional credits
as record producers and recording engineers on High Water projects.
"The company is a tremendous asset to the University in terms of publicity alone," Dr. Evans said. "The
records have been reviewed and provide recognition in magazines all over
the world. Four of the label's current
artists have appeared on a British
television documentary and two have
participated in a Japanese documentary. There are many, many other
projects the artists have been involved
in. It gives tremendous exposure to
the University, its work and the culture of this region." ■
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Our alumni from the MSU Department of Journalism report in all the time ... from the nation's top newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations
and other media. These successful industry members all have one thing in commori-they benefited from Memphis State University's well-rounded
curriculum, personalized approach and one of the finest journalism facilities in the country. Start spreading the news! Be a part of MSU's
Department of Journalism and join the group that makes headlines.
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